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PREFACE

Child labor has•long been a provoking and difficult problem to
solve*

Since the birth of this republic the state governments have

largely assumed regulation of the employment of minors*

Howevers the

federal government has gradually become more and more interested in
regulation through the development of its assumed police power*

This

thesis is a study of certain aspects of the third attempt of the fed
eral government to control the employment of children.

An effort will

be made to determine the nature of the opposition to the Child Labor
Amendment proposed by Congress in 1924 and to define the means used
by the forces of opposition to defeat the Amendment in the state
legislatures in 1924 and early 1925,
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Herman E.
Bateman, associate dean, Graduate College, University of Arizona,
for his encouragement and patience.

Thanks are also due the staff

members of the University of Arizona Library for their helpfulness
and cooperationo

J

Though the views expressed in this thesis are his

own, the author owes much to the numerous writers cited on the following .pages,...
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ABSTRACT
(
In 1924, Congress proposed a constitutional amendment to al
low the federal government to limit, regulate and prohibit the labor
of minors under eighteen years of age.

The American Federation of

Labor and the National Child Labor Committee led the organizations
favoring confirmation of the measure, while the National Association
of Manufacturers and Southern textile mill owners led the groups op
posed to it.
Defenders of states9 rights claimed that child labor could
better be controlled by state legislation.

Another argument held

that the labor of all persons under eighteen years might be prohibited.
National farm organizations and spokesmen for the Roman Catholic Church
were afraid that the Amendment would interfere with the rights of
parents.

Patriotic groups warned that the measure had been drafted in

Moscow.
The enemies of the Child Labor Amendment outmaneuvered and out
fought its partisans.

Most state legislatures either failed to act or

voted against the proposal, and by March,

1925, twenty-two of them had

rejected it.
The Child Labor Amendment failed because; (1) many state legis
lators mistrusted its extensive grant of police power to the federal

vii

vial
government; (2) national prohibition stimulated a popular reaction
against new federal social reform measures; (3) many people became
convinced that child labor was no longer a great evil; and (4) aggres
sive campaigns against the Amendment consistently overwhelmed its
partisans in key Northeastern-states.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the United States as in Great Britain, labor legislation
began with the regulation of child labor.

Generally speaking, chil

dren were the first workers for whom the protection of the state was
sought, their need for such protection being naturally the most ob
vious.

But though child labor is now admitted to be a social evil,

it was not always considered so.
In this country the colonists enacted laws calling for the
employment of children to accustom them to labor and as a preventive
against their becoming vagabonds and paupers.^
which held all idleness to be unjustifiable,
in bondage in their own homes.

The Puritan religion,

served to hold children

William Bradford, second governor of

Plymouth Colony, wrote that
many children. . . having learned to bear ye yoake in their
youth, and willing to bear parts of their parents* burden,
were oftentimes so oppressed with their hevie labours that
though their minds were free and willing, yet their bodies
bowed under ye weight of ye same and became decreped in their
early youth.
Even before the establishment of the first textile mills in
the United States, children were pressed into service to help

1. Edith Abbott, “Early History of Child Labor in America,”
American Journal of Sociology, XIV, (July, 1908), 19.
2. Dorothy D. Bromley, “The New Move to End Child Labor,”
Current History, XXXVIII, (August, 1933), 564.

1

manufacture cloth in household workshops.

In 1767 the governor of

New York boasted that "every house swarms with children set to work
3
as soon as they could spin or card.11
Since thousands of children were already engaged in house
hold industries, they were as a matter of course employed on a large
scale by the factories which sprang up in the early nineteenth cen
tury.

No secret was made of the fact that their labor was useful to

the national progress.

Between 1864 and 1894 the United States rose

from fourth to first place in industrial output among the nations of
the world.

The rise was most phenomenal in industries that employed
■

,

4

children extensively.
From the beginning reformers realized that there was no single
solutionvfor the child labor problem, that adequate protection called
for a number of diverse requirements:

(1)

a minimum age below which

children should not be permitted to work; (2)

a minimum of education

which they should acquire before entering employment; (3)
number of hours for their employment; and (4)

a maximum

rules to protect them

against especially hazardous or unhealthful occupations.

From these

elements and the attempts to enforce them were eventually developed
the elaborate statutes of the states and the federal government.
By the middle of the nineteenth century the first mild regu
latory laws had been passed in New England and the Middle Atlantic
states.

Regulations in the South appeared much later with the passage

of a law by Alabama in 1887 prohibiting the labor of children under

3.

Ibid.., p. 565.

4.

Abbott, op. cit., pp. 15-37.

fourteen and establishing an eight-hour day for those from fourteen
to eighteen.,^

But this law was soon repealed, possibly at the insti

gation of Northern factory-owners.
This setback caused the author of the Alabama law, the Reverend
Edgar Gardner Murphy, to conclude that child labor was a nation-wide
problem, and he was instrumental in founding the National Child Labor
Committee in 1904.
Committeess roster:^

A distinguished group of men and women;were on the
Dr, Felix Adler, prominent educator and reformer,

accepted the chairmanship, while Miss Jane Addams, ex-President Grover
Cleveland, Charles W. Eliot, Homer Folks, Robert W, deForest, James,
Cardinal Gibbons, Mrs, Florence Kelley, Adolph S. Ochs, Gifford Pinchot
and Miss Lillian D. Wald were among its first members.
The Committee set out to collect and publish factual data on
child labor, to rally and direct public opinion aghinst it, and to
assist in protecting children by securing the enadtinent of suitable
legislation,'

In pursuance Of the Committee's educational program,

the proceedings of its annual conferences were published; and reports
of investigations and many smaller information leaflets were widely
distributed.

Child Labor Day was observed in many schools and churches

ail over the country after 1908.^

After 1912, the Committee issued a

5, Miriam E« Loughran, The Historical Development of ChildLabor Legislation in the United States, (Washington; Catholic Univer
sity of America, 1921), p. 18,
'
r
6. The Long Road; Fortieth Anniversary Report,
National Child Labor Committee, 1944), p. 11.

(New York;

.7, For a ,good- summary of the National Child Labor Committee's
early activities, see Elizabeth H. Davidson, Child Labor Legislation
in the Southern Textile States, (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North
Carolina Press, 1939), pp. 248-252.

4
periodical, first called the Ohild Labor Bulletin, and, after 1918,
The American Child.

Organizations and lobbying activities were car

ried on in states where child labor bills were being put before the
legislatures.

'

Quite early the National Child Labor Committee formulated
some definite•standards for legislation.

A model bill, based on the

most advanced features of the Massachusetts, New York and Illinois
laws, was drafted in 1904.

Slightly revised in 1911, it called for

a minimum age of fourteen years for employment in manufacturing and
sixteen years for employment in mining; a maximum work day of eight
hours; prohibition of night work from seven FoMo to six A*M*; and
documentary proof of age*

8

the child labor refotm movement, spearheaded by the National
Child Labor Committee, made striking progress in the first fifteeh
yeairs of the twentieth century*

The volume of state legislation in

that period was tremendous.
In the one year of 1903, 11 states passed comprehensive
child labor laws.
Five of these were southern states, which
had previously had no child labor laws whatever.
From 1902 to
1909, 43 states enacted significant child labor legislation,
either wholly new laws or far-reaching amendments.
In 1900
there were still 24 states and the District of Columbia in which
there was no minimum age for employment in factories.
In 1909
there were only six states without such a standard. As in other
fields of labor legislation, the peak years in the enactment of
child labor laws were 1911 and 1913 when 30 and 31 states re
spectively, enacted such measures.
I n ,1915, 25 states took
; some action in this field. ■

8. Elizabeth S. Johnson, “Labor Legislation,11 in J. R.
Commons, et.al., History of Labor in the United States, (New York;
Macmillan-Co,, 1935), III, 409.
v

. 9.

Ibid. , „

—

■•••••.

5
But in spite of the new legislation, the number of working
children remained very large.

Considering only those, employed in

non-agricultural occupations, the Census enumeration of 1900 showed
186,358 children between ten and thirteen years of age and 501,849
fourteen and fifteen year olds as gainfully employed.

10

In 1910,

the number of children so employed who were ten and thirteen years
of age was 98,525, while there were 466,338 children fourteen and

r

fifteen years of age who were working.

11

Mhile the state laws were effective in decreasing the number
of children employed in non-agricultural occupations, a large number
of those ten to fourteen years of age were still reported employed
in 1910.
reason.

The child labor reform workers were discouraged with good

12

. ..

.

.... w :

Long before 1900, the question of whether the states shohld
have exclusive jurisdiction or whether the federal government should
also act in the child labor legislative field was being considered.
The growth of popular interest in federal restriction was reflected
in the platforms of the national political parties.

In 1872 the Prohi

bition party became the first national political group to condemn
child labor

in its national platform.

13

The 1892 Democratic national

10.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Child Labor in the United
States, (Washingtoni Government Printing Office, 1907), p. 8.
11.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the
United States: 1910. IV, Population: Occupational Statistics; 69 and
302. The Census does not report the number of those employed under
ten years of hge.
12.

See TABLE I, pV 8.

13. Raymond G. Fuller, Child Labor and the Constitution,
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1923}, p. 236.

platform contained a plank which read, “He are in favor of the enact
ment by states of laws for abolishing the notorious sweating system. . .
and for prohibiting the employment in factories of children under fif
teen years of a g e . I n

1904 the Socialist party formally pledged

itself “to watch and work in both the economic and political struggle. .
for the complete education of children and their freedom from the workshop.“

15

The Republican and Progressive party conventions of 1912

endorsed federal child labor laws, and in 1916 both the Republican
and Democratic parties declared for the immediate enactment of such
a law.
Gradually, after 1900, progressive advocates of liberal
nationalism established the recognition of a federal police power.
theory, the national government has no general police power.

In

Neverthe

less, Congress forged ahead to attack a diversity of social and economic
problems using its constitutional powers to regulate commerce and to
tax as implements of social reform.

Even though the intent of such

legislation was manifestly the protection of the health, morals, and
general welfare of the people, between 1903 and 1915 the Supreme Court
affirmed as constitutional a whole succession of statutes of this sort
and thus, in consequence, recognized a growing domain of federal police
power.

14*

Ibid.

15.

Ibid;

TABLE I, p. 8 , clarifies this trend.

7
In Champion v. Ames (1903)^

the Court first assented to the

tise of the commerce power for police purposes.

A federal statute

enacted in 1895 prohibited the shipment of lottery tickets in inter
state commerce.

Of course the real purpose of the law was not the

regulation of commerce but the control of gambling, heretofore ex
clusively a state function.
17

.In 1904 in McC r a y _y= United States.

the Court upheld a

federal statute involving the use of an excise tax to suppress the
manufacture and sale of colored oleomargarine, then being widely
vended as butter.
(

0
Almost a score of statutes extending the federal police power
were enacted by Congress between 1904 and 1916.

The most important

of these, which were ostensibly to regulate interstate commerce but
which were actually directed against specific evils, were the Pure
Food and Drug Law of ,1906, the Meat Inspection Acts of 1906 and 1907,
the White Slave Traffic Act of 1910, and the Child Labor Law of 1916.
The most significant statutes employing the federal taxation power
were the Phosphorus Match Act of 1912 and the Harrison Anti-Narcotics
,

-

'

/

. ;

'

•

-

-

;

,

•

.

■

-

'

Act of 1914.
At first the Supreme Court accorded the federal police legis
lation a favorable reception.
(1911)

18

In Hipolite Egg Co. v. United States

the Court sustained the Pure Food and Drug Act without a

16.
188 U. S. 321; see James P. Hall, Cases on Constitu
tional Law, (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1926), pp. 1230-1236,
and Alfred H. Kelly and Winfred A. Harbison, The American Constitu
tion: Its Origins and Development, (rev. ed.), (New York: W. W.
Norton & Co., cl948), pp. 575-593.
17.

195 U.S. 27; see also Hall, op. cit., pp. 959-963.

18.

220 U. S. 45.

TABLE I. - SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND CHILD LABOR IN THE UNITED STATES, 1910-1940.
(Figures are from the U. S. Census.)*

1920

1930

19L0

12,11,6,173

1 3,869,010

1 6 ,3 9 8 ,LOO

15,03L,695*

895,976

378,063

235,328

Net reported

FOURTEEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS
Population attending
schoc 1 ...................

2,676,1,65

3,121,,129

L ,156,378

L,3L7,665*

Population gainfully
employed ................

1,091,21,9

682,795

L31.790

209,317

1 ,573,377

1 ,611,061

2,669,857

3 ,3 6 1 ,2 0 6

Not reported

1 ,7 1 2 ,6 1 8

1,L78,8L1

662,967

SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN:
UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS
Populatioa seven to thir
teen years of age attending
school ................
Population ten to thirteen
years of age gainfully
employed
.
.
.
.

SIXTEEN TO SEVENTEEN YEARS
Population attending
school ................
Population gainfully
- employed ................

1910

■

*Adapted from Gertrude F. Zimmand, "The Changing Picture of Child Labor," Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science. CCXXXVI (November, 1944), 86.
aThe basis for determining school attendance in the 1940 Census differed from that of
previous years. In 1940, school attendants were those who had attended school during March,
the month preceding the census; former censuses included persons who had attended school at
any time between the previous September and the census date.

9
dissent.

The Court opinion said nothing of the intent or purpose

of Congress in enacting the law, nor did it note a difference between
foreign and interstate commerce.
Again in 1913 the Supreme Court ruled favorably upon the const!tutionality of the Mann White Slave Act.

19

Commenting on the majority

opinion. Justice McKenna declared forcefully that the commerce power
could be used to promote the general welfare.
Our dual form of government has its perplexities, state
and nation having different spheres of jurisdiction, as we
have said; but it must be kept in mind that we are one people;
and the powers reserved to the states and those conferred on
the nation are adapted to be exercised, whether independently
or concurrently, to promote the general welfare, material and
moral.20

r
This opinion seemed to lend explicit sanction to the concep
tion of national power adopted by Theodore Roosevelt and his followers:
that the federal government could interpret its own authority to ad
just itself to the verities of new social conditions.

The liberal

nationalists were encouraged to press for further federal legislation
against specific social evils - and one of these was oppressive child
labor.

,
Between 1906 and 1914 progressives, social reformers and muck-

rakers labored tirelessly to mobilize support for a federal child
labor bill, and gradually a popular alliance for such a bill began to
gather strength.
Federal regulation of child labor was first proposed in Congress

——

1

r

19. Keller v. United States, 213 U. S. 138 (1909);
op. cit., pp. 982-984.
20.

Kelly and Harbison, op. cit., p. 588.

see Hall,

X
1

10
21

in 1906.

The Beveridge-Parsons bill

provided that interstate

carriers,

(railroads and steamships), should not transport, the. prod

ucts of any factory or m i n e ,employing children under fourteen years
of age.

22

In January,; 1907., Senator Albert Beveridge, Republican of

Indiana, had filibustered for

three .days for the bill, but to noavail.

He. found his colleagues based

their opposition to it on severalargu

ments:
First, that perhaps as a matter of policy, w e „are going
a little too fast and toofar in the expansion of national
. power to the curing of national evils.
Second, it is said
that the evils of child labor are greatly overdrawn, and as
one member of the house the other day said, "This is, after all,
only a storm blown up by some of those reformers;" and third,
it is a mighty good thing for the child to have it work,23
The National Child Labor Committee endorsed the BeveridgeParsons bill in 1907, but after the, measure failed, the Committee resolved not to support further federal legislation.
The Kenyon bill,

25

24

almost identical with the Beveridge-Parsons

bill, was. introduced without success in every.Congress until 1914,

21. Sponsored by Senator Albert Beveridge, Republican of
Indiana, and Representative Herbert Parsons, Republican of New York.
22.
“History of Federal Child Labor Legislation," American
Child, III (November 1921), 204.
23. , Albert J.. Beveridge, “Child Labor .and the Nation, “ Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, XXIX (1907), 123,
24. Davidson*,
Beveridge bill brought
including the Reverend
of support for federal
members.
25,

op. cit., pp. 249-250,
Committee support for the
afeout the-withdrawal of many Southern members,
Mr. Murphy.
Probably the Committee's withdrawal
legislation was a concession to tempt back these

Sponsored by Senator William S. Kenyon, Republican of Iowa.

11
By degrees, Congressional support was rallied for a federal
child labor bill.

In 1914, the National Child Labor Committee again

decided to promote federal legislation, apparently convinced that
national action was imperative.

Only nine states ° had met all the

standards of the model bill which the Committee had drawn up ten
years earlier.

The great diversity in standards between states also

made it difficult to raise standards in states with relatively good
laws .; _ r
In December, 1912, and, again in 1914, the progressives in
Congress introduced the Copley-Boindexter child labor bill which con
demned as "anti-social child labor” the industrial employment of
'

"'''07

children under fourteen®

'

''

'

'

' ,

.

Unlike earlier bills, it prohibited the
***

*\

2

shipment of products of any such labor in interstate commerce.
The National Child Labor Committee chose not to supportcthe Copley•
■ •
% no ''
Poindexter bill because its enforcement provisions were weak.
In
stead, the Committee drew up its own federal child labor law and pre
sented it to Congress through two Democratic Congressmen, Representa
tive A. Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania and Senator Robert L. Owen of
Oklahoma.

30

Unlike its predecessors, the Palmer-Owen bill declared

26. Johnson, op. cit. p . 438; these were: Arizona, Arkansas,
Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma and Wisconsin.
27. Named for Representative Ira C. Copley, Progressive of
Illinois, and Senator Miles Poindexter, Republican of Washington. \
28.
"History of Federal Child Labor Legislation,” American
Child. ;XII (November 1921), 204.
29.

Davidson, op. cit^, p. 272 *

30.

Ibid.

-

12
it a misdemeanor for the producer of goods to put into interstate
commerce the products of an industrial establishment in which children
under fourteen were employed, or the products of a mine or quarry in
which, children under sixteen were employed.

31

The House Committee on Labor considered the Falmer-Owen bill
and held public hearings on i t , . Representatives of the National Child
Labor Committee testified on behalf of the bill, and were supported by
Miss Julia Lathrop, chief of the federal Children's Bureau, and a
spokesman for the American Federation of Labor,

32

Three prominent

South Carolina manufacturers and David Clark, editor of the Southern
Textile Bulletin of Charlotte, North Carolina, appeared to oppose the
bill,

Clark attacked the National Child Labor Committee for inter-

faring,in the internal affairs of the Southern states,

33

'

In February, .1915, the Palmer-Owen bill was favorably re
ported to the; House by the Committee on Labor, and it passed.the House
by a vote of 237 to 45,

Representatives from Southern industrial, dis

tricts found themselves isolated in opposing the b i l l , ^

Nevertheless,

the Palmer-Owen bill died in the Senate on the last day of the session.
Finally, in the election year of 1916, Congress was prepared to

31a

Johnson, op, cit,, p, 189.

-

32.
See Davidson, op. cit., pp. 252?256^for a summary of the
arguments presented for and against the bill at the hearings.
33.

Ibid. ,,,p. 256.

34.
“History of Federal Child Labor Legislation,11 American
Child, III, (November .1921), 205

pass a federal child labor law.

The Keating-Owen b i l l , ^ repeating

the substance of the Palmer-Owen bill, had the active support of
President Woodrow Wilson.

With only the Southern cotton mill interests

and the National Association of Manufacturers on record as opposing it,
the bill was overwhelmingly approved by the Congress^ and signed into
law by the President in September, 1916.

The new law became effective

September 1, 1917.
Almost immediately, the constitutionality of the new federal
law was challenged in North Carolina, and the United States District
Court for the Western District of that state enjoined its enforcement
there.

In spite of widespread hope that the United States Supreme

Court would uphold fhe statute, that body declared it unconstitutional
in a five to four decision in June, 1918.

37

In his majority opinion, Justice William Rufus Day interpreted
the commerce power as "one to control the means by which commerce is
carried on, which is directly the contrary of the assumed right to
forbid commerce from moving and thus destroy it as to particular com™
38
modities.,t

'
Congress could regulate traffic in harmful commodities,

but the statute in question was not a regulation of commerce but an
outright prohibition of it.

This distinction was now resurrected,

after having apparently been discarded as a result of the High Court's

35.
of Kansas.

Go-sponsored by Representative Edward Keating, Democrat

36. In the Senate there were 52 yeas to 12 nays - U. S., Con
gressional-Record, 64th Cong., 1st Sess., .LIU,, 12313.
In the House
.the, vote was 337 yeas to 46 nays - Ibid., p. 2035.
37.

Hammer v . Dagenhart, 247 U. S. 251 (1918).

38. Patricia C. Acheson, The Supreme Court, (New York:
Mead & Co., 1961), p. 179.

Dodd,

14
;
■
acceptance of the lottery, pure food and white slave laws, each of
which had imposed similar outright prohibitions.
Mr, Justice Day denied that the making of goods and the mining
of coal were commerce, and in his view the fact that these things were
to be afterwards shipped or used in interstate commerce did not make
their production a part thereof.

He believed Congress could control

only the actual transportation of products in interstate commerce.
In addition. Justice Day set aside the argument that unfair
competition among the states resulted from the use of child labor by
some states.

He replied that Congress had no authority to require

states to refrain from practices leading to unfair competition.

Regu

lation of child labor was clearly a function of the states8 police
power, and Congress must not seek to “control the States in their
exercise of the police power over local trade and manufacture.
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote a vigorous dissent in
this case.

Congress, he said, was given unqualified power to regulate

interstate commerce.

Thus,

Regulation means the prohibition of something, and when
interstate commerce is the matter to be regulated I cannot
doubt that the regulations may prohibit any part of such com
merce that Congress sees f i t to f o r b i d ,
Holmes deplored the surrender of federal police power implicit
in Justice Day's decision.

39.

Hall, op. cit, p .

1733.

40. Henry S. Commager, (ed.). Documents of American History,
6th edition, (New York: App1eton-Century-Drofts, cl949), p. 301.

The notion that prohibition is any less prohibition when
applied to things now thought evil I do not understand, . , .
I should have thought that if we were to introduce our own
moral conceptions where, in my opinion, they do not belong,
this was preeminently a case for upholding the exercise of all
its powers by the United States,
1
In November, 1918, Senator Atlee Pomerene, Republican of Ohio,
introduced a new child labor bill based on the federal government *s
taxing power.

This bill provided for a ten per cent tax in excess of

all other taxes on the net profits from the products of mining or
manufacturing establishments in which children were employed contrary
to the standards set down by the earlier law.

Arguments for and against

the new bill were similar to those for the first law.

The child labor

tax b i H was passed by Congress as an amendment to the Revenue Act.
Favorable majorities were as large as those for the first law,

and

the second federal child labor law became effective on April 25, 1919.
By no coincidence, the same judge who had forbidden enforce
ment of the first federal child labor law in North Carolina issued an
injunction against enforcement of the second law in that state on the
ground that it too was unconstitutional.

The United States Supreme

Court sustained this opinion by an eight to one decision rendered in
May, 1922.43
Chief Justice William Howard Taft delivered the majority

41.

Ibid., p. 302.

42.
In the Senate the vote was 50 ayes to 12 nays - U. S.,
Congressional Records, 65th Cong., 3d Sess., 1918-1919, LVII, 621;
the House vote was 312 Ayes to 11 Nays - Ibid., p. 3035.
43.

Bailey v. Drexel Furniture Co., 259 U. S. 20 (1922).

16
opinion.^

He hold that there was an obvious parallel between the

present act and the first federal child labor law: both were apparent
endeavors to regulate a matter reserved to the states.

^

In the first law,

the commerce power had been misapplied; in the second, the taxing power.
Chief Justice Taft said there was a difference between a tax
and a penalty.

The collection of revenue was the primary design of

the first; regulation for some remote purpose was the principal design
in the second.
latter class.

The present act, he believed, was distinctly of the
Then the Chief Justice separated the present law from

earlier regulatory tax laws on the doubtful ground that the initial
intent in former acts had been taxation; in this, one, he said, the
initial interest was regulation.^
Chief Justice Taft's nice distinction between a tax and a
penalty was a sound one, long recognized in constitutional law.

How

ever, it evaded the fact that taxation as a regulatory scheme had long '
been recognized as constitutional.

Almost every tariff statute enacted

from 1789 onward had manifestly been regulatory in intent, as had been
the taxes placed upon state banknotes, oleomargarine and narcotics.
In addition, the assertion that the present law was regulatory in in
tent implied that jurists must inquire into the constitutional validity
of congressional purpose before ruling on a law otherwise correct in
form.

44.

Hall, op. eft., pp. 1739-1744

45.

Ibid.

A
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Summary
Child labor in manufacturing industry was practically unregu
lated in the United States until after the Civil War.

Early state laws

were generally unenforced until the last decade of the nineteenth cen
tury.

\;

-

,

In 1904, a group of social reformers founded the National Child
Labor Committee.

This organization launched an effective campaign of

investigation, publicity and lobbying for regulative legislation at
the state level.
In 1906, when Senator Albert Beveridge, Republican of Indiana,
introduced the first federal child labor bill in Congress, even some
members of the National Child Labor Committee were disturbed by the
prospect of a federal lav?.

However, the Beveridge bill was prophetic:

the 1910 Census figures showed that, child labor was still increasing,
and although many states enacted, effective child.labor laws between
1904 and 1914, the results were uneven over the entire nation.

In

view of the impossibility, of securing anything like, uniformity of
legislation,.the National Child Labor Committee assumed leadership*
of a renewed effort for federal legislation.
In 1914,.progressives in Congress sponsored a federal child
labour bill setting minimum uniform standards for industries whose
products would be distributed in interstate commerce.

In 1916, two

years later. Congress passed this bill over the opposition of represen
tatives from manufacturing areas.

Antagonists to the bill claimed

that its enforcement would be a violation of states’ rights.

The first

federal child labor law became effective in September, 1917.

Nine

18
months later, on June 3, 1918, the United States Supreme Court declared
the statute unconstitutional.
.A second federal child labor law, based on the taxation power
of Congress, was passed by that body in February,

1919.

The Child

Labor Tax Law was in effect for three years, but it too was declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in May, 1922.

CHAPTER II

CONGRESS AND THE CHILD LABOR AMENDMENT

On May 17, 1922, two days after the Supreme Court nullified
the second federal child labor law, the first of many joint resolu
tions proposing a constitutional amendment to allow the federal govern1
ment to regulate child labor was introduced in Congress,

Far from

being discouraged, the forces of social reform pressed for a constitu
tional amendment as the logical way to overcome the Supreme Court6s
dicta.
Some sincere friends of child labor legislation argued against
the proposition of a constitutional amendment in 1922,

Professor

Felix Frankfurter of the Harvard University Law School suggested that
a wiser course might be
to awaken the community to the need of its removal, e , .
The mere fact that progress through the States in the past
has been slow - which, naturally, tries the devotion of such
noble champions of children's lives as Mrs, Florence Kelley need be no measure of future progress.
For a new political
instrument is now available - the women's vote. Why should not
the League of Women Voters in every state make it the order of
the day to put a wise child labor law upon the statute books
of every State?, , ,^

1,

New York Times, May 18, 1922, p. 20,

2, Felix Frankfurter, "Child Labor and the Court," New
Republic, XXXI (July 26, 1922), 250,
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In a reply to Professor Frankfurter, the editors of the New
Republic supported another view:
W e also expect much improvement in the quality of social
legislation from the woman voter.
But also we foresee much
less in the civic zeal of the woman voter from the baffling
struggle with well-organized interests in the framing of laws
and the provisions for administration. We are confident that
the women of America are against child slavery. But we are not
aware of any enthusiasm on the part of the woman voter for child
welfare which confines itself within State lines. One needs
the masculine tradition of States rights to take satisfaction
out of driving child labor out of New York and into New Jersey,
o r vice versa.^
As time passed, the, proponents of an amendment pointed omi
nously to a material increase in the number of employed children after
the invalidation of the second federal law.

The number of employment
4

certificates granted to minors in 1922 and 1923 rose sharply.
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor,
acted decisively in May, 1922.

Under his leadership a conference of

all organizations interested in abolishing child labor was called for
May 16.^

At the meeting Gompers was chosen chairman of a Permanent

^

Conference for the Abolition of Child Labor,
The Permanent Conference was composed of representatives of
twenty-five national.organizations, though its leadership was dominated

3.

Ibid.,

4» U. S.,
Labor Amendment. .
pp. 7-8.

Merger,

pp. 242-243.

,

Congress, House, Committee on the
Judiciary, Child. ., 68th Cong,, 1st Seas., 1924, H.R. No. 395,

5. Philip Taft, The A.F. of L. from the Death of
(New York; Harper & Bros., 1959), p. 3.

Gompers tothe
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by the American Federation of Labor.^

It had counterparts in several

other groups formed about the same time to lobby for a child labor
amendment.

One of these was the Children's Amendment Committee, repre-

senting fifteen national women's organizations.
In December,

7

1922 President Darren G. Harding announced his
.

.

support for a child labor amendment,

8

and Congressional leaders were

encouraged to hope for passage of an amendment in 1923.

Seventeen

joint resolutions proposing a constitutional amendment were introduced
in the 67th Congress.

A subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee

held extensive hearings on the Senate joint resolutions in January, 1923.
Miss Grace Abbott, chief of the Children's Bureau, and other witnesses
appearing to testify for an amendment unanimously recommended the

6 . Ibid. ; nineteen of these national organizations are revealed
in the New York Times, November 21, 1923, p. 21.. Nine others are
listed by Katherine D. Lumpkin and Dorothy Douglas (Child Workers in
America, (New York: McBride Co., 1937, 254-255)), as "Middle Class Groups
Supporting the Amendment." These are: the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America; the,National Consumers' League; the National
League of Women Voters; the National Council of Jewish Women; the Women's
Christian Temperance Union; the American Home Economics Association; the
National Education Association; the National Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs; and the Girls' Friendly Society in America.
Five more of these groups cited by Lumpkin and Douglas, (op. cit., p. 255),
as “Labor. . . Organizations Favoring the Amendment," are: the American
Federation of Labor; the National Women's Trade Union League; the United
Mine Workers of America; the International Iron Moulders” Union; and the
United Textile Dorkers of America.
Five other groups represented in the
Permanent Conference were: the Children's Bureau of the Department of
Labor; the Women's Bureau of the Labor Department; the National Committee
for the Department of Education; the Joint Congressional Committee of
Women's Organizations; and the National Child Labor Committee.
7. "Status of National Issues Confronting the Congress,11 Con
gressional Digest, ill (November 1923), 59.
8.
"The President's Message to C o n g r e s s , Monthly Labor
Review, XVI (January 1923), 24.
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version introduced in the Senate by Senator MediilMcCormick, Republican
of Illinois.

The McCormick version had been drafted by members of the

Permanent Conference for the Abolition of Child Labor, and it had the
9
blessing of the National Child Labor Committee.

The McCormick version

declared that
The Congress shall have power to limit and to prohibit the
labor of persons under eighteen years of age, and power is also
reserved to the several States to limit and to prohibit such
labor in any way, which does not lessen any limitation of such
labor or the extent of any prohibition thereof by Congress.^
Two widely held fallacies were revealed and corrected during
the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee hearings.
that

The New York Times reported

•
There is much ignorance on the part of the public as to the
localities most affected by [the proposed national child labor]
laws. There is a general impression. . . that the southern States
are especially backward in enforcing laws against child labor.
Although serious conditions are reported in some southern States
the general condition in many regions is excellent.
It comes As
a surprise to find that Rhode Island is seventh from the bottom
of the list with 13.4 per cent child labor employed. Massachu
setts, although now ranking high in point of literacy, is twelfth
from the bottom.11

The problem of child labor was not restricted to the Southern textile
manufacturing states.

9.
"Status of National Issues Confronting the Congress," Con
gressional Digest, III (November 1923, 59; Grace Abbott, The Child and
the State, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938), I, 446.
10,

Abbott, loc. cit.

11.
New York Times, January 7, 1923, VII, p. 8 ; the proportion of
the total child population ten to fifteen years of age "employed in gain
ful occupations" ranged from three per dent in the three Pacific Coast
states to seventeen per cent in the East South Central states: Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi,
In Mississippi more than twenty-five
per cent of all children ten to fifteen years of age were employed; in
Alabama and South Carolina, twenty-four per cent; in Georgia, twenty-one
per cent; and in Arkansas, nineteen per cent. U. S., Bureau of the Census,
Abstract of the Fourteenth Census of the United States, Table 30,
pp. 542-543.
'

TABLE II. - NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF CHILDREN TEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE ENGAGED IN GAINFUL
OCCUPATIONS, BY SEX, AGE AND POPULATION CLASSES, FOR THE UNITED STATES:
1920 and 1910.*
(Percentages are not shown where base is less than one hundred.)

"

Children Ten to Fifteen Years of Age

of Population

1910

1920

Sex and Class
Total
Number

Engaged in gainful
occupations
Per
cent

Number

Total
Number

Engaged la gainful
occupations
Number

Per
cent

12,502,582

1 ,0 6 0 ,8 5 8

8 .5

1 0,828,365

1 ,990,225

I8 .lt

Male . . . .
Native White (Native
Parentage) . . .
Native White (Foreign
or Mixed Parentage) • •
Foreign-born White . «
Negro • • • • • «
Indian, Chinese, Japan
ese and all Other . •

6 ,2 9 1 ,9 6 5

7Ut,2k8

1 1 .3

5,1*61*,228

1 ,3 5 3 ,1 3 9

21t.8

3,830,708

3 9 0 ,2Wi

10.2

3,205 ,2 0 3

771,90li

2 1 .1

1 ,5 16,275
207,132
719,31k

1 0 7 ,U10
2 2 ,9 2 6
191,877

7 .1
1 1 .1
2 6 .7

1 ,3 3 9 ,5 9 3
218,372
679,995

176,01(2
36,159
365,709

1 3 .1
1 6 .6
5 3 .8

21,256

1 ,791

8.1*

21,065

3,325

1 5 .8

Female . * . .
Native White (Native
Parentage) . . . .
Native White (Foreign
or Mixed Parentage) . .
Foreign-born White. •
Negro ...............
Indian, Chinese, Japan
ese and all Other . •

6,207,597

316,610

5 .6

5 ,3 6 1 ,1 3 7

637,086

1 1 .9

3 ,7 1 6 ,1 1 9

136,932

3 .7

3 ,1 1 7 ,7 2 3

250,657

8 .0

l,50k,o61t
205,829
731,682

67,650
15,766
125,351

k .5
7 .7
1 7 .1

1 ,3 2 9 ,6 6 6
215,11(3
682,826

89,203
26,838
269,229

6 .7
1 2 .5
3 9 .1

19,903

908

lt.6

18,779

1 ,159

6 .2

Both Sexes

*Adapted from U. S., Bureau of the Census, Abstract of the Fourteenth Census of the
United States, 1920, TABLE 27, p. 537.
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Many people also believed that most child laborers were employed
in manufacturing industry.

Miss Grace Abbott8s testimony before the

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee in 1923 revealed instead that in 1920,
647,000 children were employed in agricultural pursuits, while only
185,337 were employed in manufacturing industry.

Miss Abbott believed

that since child labor was not confined to a single occupational field
or to a single region, it must be considered a national problem.

12

Opposition to a child labor amendment developed during the
Senate Judiciary Committee hearings on the measure.

Everett P. Wheeler

of New York, chairman of the executive committee of the American Con
stitutional League, argued that child labor was a matter for local
legislation.

David Clark, editor of the Southern Textile Bulletin and

implacable enemy of federal child labor legislation, produced three of
ficials of the North Carolina state government to testify against the
proposed amendment.

13

After considering all testimony presented at the hearings, the
Senate Judiciary Committee voted to recommend a compromise version of
the child labor amendment to the whole Senate.

12.
ante.

14

However, the upper

New York Times, January 11, 1923, p. 8 ; Cf. TABLE II, p. 23
'

13.
"The Constitutional Amendment," American Child, II (Febru
ary 1923), 1. .
14.
"Federal Legislation Deferred," American Child, III (March
1923), 4; the,test of the version approved by the Senate Judiciary
Committee follows:
"The Congress shall have power, concurrent with
that of the several States, to limit or prohibit the labor of persons
under the age of eighteen years.11 - U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee
on the Judiciary, Child Labor Amendment. . ,, 67th Cong., 4th Sess.,
1923, S.R. No. 1185, p. 19.

25
house failed to act on the proposed measure before adjourning in March.
Commenting on another version of the child labor amendment in
troduced in Congress by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Republican of Massa
chusetts, the New York Times said:
It comes as a surprise,at first to find that many publicspirited people throughout the country who are active in the
fight against child labor are arrayed against the Lodge amend
ment and similar views. . . .
The Lodge plan, as well as
several others which have been suggested, are believed to be
narrow in their scope, and if adopted would only partially
solve the problem.
Once such an amendment became part of the
Constitution it would obviously be very difficult to improve
upon it.15

j

Across^ the nation other newspapers agreed with the New York
Times, for press support for a child labor amendment was quite strong
in the summer and early fall of 1923.

In October, the American Ohild,

organ of the National Child Labor Committee, found 125 newspapers which
definitely favored an amendment, five which did not object strongly to
one, and only nine unalterably opposed to the proposal.

16

Eighteen joint resolutions for a child labor amendment were
introduced during the first session of the 68th Congress.^

Senator

Samuel M. Shortridge, Republican of California, chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, had his own joint resolution placed at the head of
the Senate Calendar.

15.

18

His version was identical in wording with a joint

New York Times, January 7, 1923, VII, p. 8 .

16.
"Child Labor Amendment Favored by Newspapers," American
Child, V (October 1923), 1.
17.

J

New York Times, December 24, 1923, p. 21

18.
"Nineteenth Annual Report of the National Child Labor Com
mittee," American Child, VI, (January 1924), 6 .

1
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resolution^introduced in the House by Representative Israel M» -Foster
Republican ..of Ohio,

The Shortridge-Foster version had been drafted by

members of the National Child Labor Committee, including. Professor
William Draper- Lewis, dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School,
Professor Roscoe Pound, dean of the Yale University Law School, and severa! other experts on constitutional law.

The text of the Shortridge-

Foster Amendment, the subsequently approved version, is as follows:
Section 1. The Congress shall have power to limit, regu
late and prohibit the labor of persons under eighteen years of
age*:
Section 2. The power of the several States is unimpaired
by this article except that the, operation of State laws shall
be suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to legis
lation enacted by.the C o n g r e s s . ^0
The House Judiciary Committee held hearings on the proposed child
91

labor amendments in February and early March, 1924.

Spokesmen for
99

the Children's Bureau, and National Consumers8 League,

the,American

19.,
Ibid.; Representative Foster, Miss Grace Abbott, and Sena
tors George Wharton Pepper, Republican of Pennsylvania, and Thomas J.
Walsh, Democrat of Montana, also collaborated in composing the Child
Labor Amendment. - U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary,
Hearings, on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th -Cong., 1st Sess.,
1924, p. 29.
20.
"House Joint Resolution 184," U.S., Congressional Record,
68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, LXV, 7176.
•
21. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child,Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924.
22.
This organization was founded by Mrs. Florence Kelley in
1899. M r s . K e l l e y believed that consumers who sought cheap markets
regardless of how cheapness was achieved, were answerable-for some of
the grim evils from which the workers suffered. Prior to 1904 the Na
tional Consumers1 League was the only national organization aware of
the nature and extent of child labor.
The League sought to instruct
the public and bring about reforms in industry by publishing the results
of its penetrating investigations. - Josephine G. Goldmark, Impatient
Crusader: Florence Kelley's Life Story, (Urbana, Illinois: University
of Illinois Press, 1953), passim.

27
Federation^of;Labor, and a host of women delegated by their national
organizations appeared to testify for an amendment.

Witnesses op

posing an amendment were from the Woman Patriot, an anti-suffragett^
and anti-bureaucratic newspaper}

the Sentinels of the Republic, an

association of ultra-conservative patriots; the National Association
of Manufacturers,

(its attorney, James A. Emery); the Southern Textile

Bulletin, (its editor, David Clark); ;and, significantly, the American
Farm Bureau Federation.

23

Both the Senate and House Judiciary Committees reported the
Shortridge-Foster Amendment favorably.

In an editorial the American

Child-informed its readers that
After full discussion and long deliveration the House Judi
ciary Committee on March 26th reported favorably on H. J. Reso
lution 184 by a vote of 14 to 6 . . . . The Senate Judiciary Com
mittee allowed the House to precede it by only a few days in
giving the Amendment,a favorable report. On March 31st a bill
introduced by Senator Shortridge. . . was passed by the Senate
Committee, and now awaits its fate in the Senate. . . .
We have asked you before - and we ask you again.
Besiege
your Congressman and Senators with letters and telegrams. . .
to push this Amendment through all the mass of competing bills
that vie for attention. . .
Debate on the proposed amendment in the House was lively but
restrained by comparison with that in the Senate.

It centered about

the old issue of states6 rights and whether federal control was neces
sary or desirable..

Representative Arthur J, Sabath, Democrattcf Illinois,

23. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor.Amendments» 68t h ,Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, p. 78.
24.
"Senate and House Committees Report Favorable on Child
Labor Amendment.66 American Child,- V I •(April, 1924), 1=

28
refuted the argument that the Amendment would deprive parents of
•. ■
25
their control over their children.
Representative Fiorello H»
LaGuardia, Republican of New York, declared that there was no
26
merit in any of the arguments proposed against the Amendment,
All the arguments the opposition forces had aired in the Sen
ate and House Judiciary Committee hearings were reviewed again during
the Senate debates.

The 1subversive intent1 of the Amendment's pro

ponents was attacked too, and the tenor of this new charge became a
leitmotiv in the subsequent campaign to prevent ratification.

Thus

Senator Hubert D. Stephens, Democrat of Mississippi, said it was a
socialistic movement with a deeper purpose than appeared on the surface:
If this amendment shall be made to the Constitution there
is no
doubt that in a few
years there, will be attempts made
to prohibit not only work
on the farm but also work of every
character by children under 18 years of age.
This is a socialistic movement and has for its end purposes
far deeper and more radical than appear on the surface.
It is
part of a hellish scheme laid in foreign countries to destroy
our Government.
Many of the propagandists of the measure are
communists and socialists.
The Child becomes the absolute property of the Federal
Government.^
Senator King, Democrat of Utah, said that the Child Labor Amend
ment would give the federal government power over labor, education, and
OQ ‘
religion.

On the

*
"
\
other hand, Senator Shortridge,' Republican of

<

.

«q

nia, declared that it was certainly not a socialistic proposition.

25.
L X V , ’7320.

U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess,, 1924,

26.

Ibid.,p. 7298 et seq.

27.

Ibid., p. 10122.

28.

Ibid., p. 10007.

29.

Ibid., p. 10094,

Califor-

29
In both the House and the Senate, amendments were offered to
make the measure apply to children under sixteen years of age instead
of those under eighteen, and to exempt children employed on farms from
its provisions.

Each of these was defeated, and the Child Labor Amend

ment was adopted by the necessary two-thirds vote in each chamber and
submitted to the states in June, 1924.

v

30

Summary

Although some leaders of thb child labor control movement re
mained dubious, most reform workers urged Congress to pass a child labor
amendment in 1922.

In May of that year, Samuel Gompers, president of

the American Federation of Labor, organized a Permanent Conference for
the Abolition of Child Labor, representing twentytifive national associa
tions, to lobby for federal regulation of child labor.
Twenty-two joint resolutions proposing various versions of a
child labor amendment were introduced in Congress in 1923.

Though

hearings were held on these, no amendment was approved by the 67th Con
gress.
In 1924, eighteen joint resolutions for a child labor amendment
were introduced in Congress.

One version, sponsored by the National

Child Labor Committee, received more support than the others, and
eventually the House and Senate Judiciary Committees reported it favor
ably,

This version read:

30.
The final vote in the House was 297 to 69, or 53 more votes
than the two-thirds required for passage.
The vote was non-partisan
in nature, with 13 Republicans and 56 Democrats voting nay as against
167 Republicans, 128 Democrats, 1 Socialist and 1 Independent for the
Amendment. - New York Times, April 27, 1924, p. 1. The Senate passed
the Amendment by a vote of 61 to 23, or five votes more than a twothirds majority. - Ibid,, June 3, 1924, p. 2.
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Section X. The Congress shall have power to limit, regu
late, and prohibit the labor of persons under eighteen years
of age.
Section 2. The power of the several States is unimpaired
by this article except that the operation of State laws shall
be suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to legis
lation enacted by the Congress.
Opposition to a child labor amendment developed during the Gongressional hearings on the proposed measure in 1923 and 1924.

Represen

tatives of the American Constitutional League and the Sentinels of the
Republic, ultra-conservative patriotic associations, testified against
the proposal.

David Clark, editor of the Southern Textile Bulletin,

James A. Emery, counsel for the National Association of Manufacturers,
Miss Mary Killbreth, president of the Woman Patriot, and a spokesman
for the American Farm Bureau Federation also appeared to denounce an
amendment.
After several days of acrimonious debate in April and June,
1924, both the House and the Senate approved the version of the child
labor amendment reported by the Judiciary Committees.

Although most

speeches argued the pros and cons of states* rights and whether federal
control was necessary or desirable, some enemies of the Amendment de
clared it would deprive parents of their control over their children,
and that it was part of a Red plot to overturn the national government.

.. .
31. “ House Joint Resolution 184,” U.S., Congressional Record,
68th Cong.,, 1st Sess.., 1924* LXV, 7176.
,

CHAPTER III

THE OPPOSITION FORCES QRGANIZE

The Child Labor Amendment was not a partisan measure, though
the Republican party had a majority in both houses of Congress in 1924
and President Coolidge had mentioned it as a party achievement.

Senator

Thomas J. Walsh, Democrat of Montana, was an outspoken advocate of
the Amendment, and John W. Davis, the Democratic candidate for the
**
■
.
** . * - ■
o
Presidency in 1924, urged its ratification.

Senators Robert M.

LaFollette, Republican of Wisconsin, and Burton K. Wheeler, Democrat
of Montana, the Progressive party candidates for President and VicePresident, also supported the Amendment's confirmation with the same
enthusiasm they had shown for the earlier federal child labor legislation.
In June, 1924 those sustaining the Amendment had good reasons
for believing that the prevailing sentiment in the country was behind
. :■
- ..
'
"
■’
- 4them.
For the most part the press had remained friendly.
The

1.

New York Times, August 16, 1924, p. 1.
1

2.

Ibid., September 2, 1924, p. 1.

3=

Ibid., September 14, 1924, p. 2.

4.
"The Anvil Chorus," American Child, VI, (March 1924), 3;
"To Save the Child From Slavery,” Literary Digest, LXXXI (June 14, 1924),
13-15.
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organizations which had announced opposition to the Amendment, with
the lone exception of the American Farm Bureau Federation, had far
fewer members than those which had fought for it.

Even the opposition

believed the country to be positively for the measure*

A leader of the

resistance in the Senate, James Reed, Democrat of Missouri, protested
that it "would not receive a vote in this body were there not so many
individuals looking over their shoulders toward the ballot boxes of
November,"
But in 1924 the manufacturers' associations were feeling new
vigor.

During the war years American industry had been harnessed to an

industrial command set up in the Mar Industries Board.

A National War

Labor Board had exacted a no-strike pledge from labor union leadership
in return for standardized wages and hours and assurances that labor's
right to organize and bargain collectively would be respected.^

Most

employers chaffed under governmental restrictions, and many felt that
the Wilson Administration had conceded too much to organized labor.

The

end of hostilities in 1919 also brought an end to government restric
tions on industry.

Almost immediately the manufacturers' associations

began to muster strength to win back the wartime concessions granted
the labor unions and to resist any further attempts by the government
to centralize industrial control.
appeared.

In 1924, the Child Labor Amendment

It was the only piece of national labor legislation of any

magnitude under deliveration, and the manufacturers were at liberty to

5.

U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, LXV,

11084.
6 . Foster R. Dulles, The United States Since 1865, (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University of Michigan Press, cl959, pp. 260-261.

n
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devote th,emselves to organizing intensive,

local campaigns against it,

. Perhaps a handful of the. men leading the groups recommending
the Child.Labor, Amendment realized what, a tremendous, sustained effort
might be necessary, to convince the legislators in three-fourths of the
states, that they should support the measure.

The legislatures of

thirty-six states had to approve the Amendment before it might become
a part of the Constitution.^
,.

Wiley Swift, director of the Department of Legislation and In

vestigation of the National Child Labor Committee, believed that the
hardest battle would be waged in the South, where the doctrine of
states" rights was .still strong,

8

Using the Congressional vote as a

foundation,vhe.predicted that thirty states would uphold, the Amendment
that .seven would go against it, and that the judgment would rest .“on
9
the decision of the. eleven States divided in their own ranks....11
The associations most active in support of the proposed Amend
ment included those which had fought to bring it into being:

the

American Federation of Labor; the National Child Labor Committee; the
General Federation of Women's Clubs; the American Association of Uni1 versify Women; the National Education Association; the National Federa
tion of Professional and; Business Women's Clubs; and the National

, ...
.7. U.S. Constitution, Article V, declares that "The Congress,
whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall pro
pose Amendments to this Constitution* ... which» »
shall be valid to
all, Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified
by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, . . ,
8.

New York Times, June, 22, 1924, VIII, p. 12.

9.

Ibid.
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League of Women Voters,

The office of the last organization became

the headquarters for Organizations Associated for Ratification of the
10*'

Child Labor Amendment0

■> :
In united effort, the foes of child labor

worked through the leading newspapers in every section of the country
and through the distribution of special bulletins and editorials from
the writings of leading public officials.^

The National Child Labor

Committee reorganized its internal structure to serve as a clearing
house and source of information for all groups favoring the Amendment,^
Although the leaders of the ratification movement must have dis
cussed the strategic aspects of the approaching contest, especially in
regard to the states in which the most money and effort should be ex.
..
\
pended, Mrs, Florence Kelley, general secretary of the National Con
sumers * League, had her own grand design.

One of her co-workers,

Josephine Goldmark, wrote that
In the fight for ratification. . . many of us reluctantly
found ourselves in rather serious disagreement with Mrs, Kelley
as to strategy.
To secure favorable action in the necessary
thirty-six states, we urged avoiding.the East where the oppo
sition seemed most intense and where the Catholic clergy were
leading a bitter fight against ratification.
The Middle West
and Far West seemed to us much more hopeful territory.
To this
proposal Mrs. Kelley turned a deaf ear. She was determined to
follow the precedent set in the fight for woman suffrage.
In 1917
the New York Suffrage party had presented to the New York Legis
lature a monster petition of over a million signatures.
It was
universally believed that this had forced favorable action on
women suffrage in the New York Legislature and had been of im
mense influence nationally.

10, ■ Albion G. Taylor, Labor Follcies of the National Association of Manufacturers, (Urban, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1927),
p, 131.
11. Ibid.
■"
': '

12.
J. E. Hulett, Jr., “Propaganda and the Proposed Child Labor
Amendment,“ The Public Opinion Quarterly, II (January, 1938), 105.

Mrs, Kelley was determined to repeat this maneuver and pre
sent the New York Legislature with a similar monster petition
demanding ratification o f .the child labor amendment, „ „ „
To this end Florence Kelley drove herself relentlessly,
and strained almost to the breaking point the slender financial
resources of the Consumers League through the engagement of a
special "petition secretary" and other added help. . . ... But the
cost of the monster petition. . « went beyond reason.
For once
Mrs, Kelley*s board refused to follow her lead, and to her great
resentment put a stop to this ill-advised effort.^3
The National Association of Manufacturers took the lead in the
campaign against ratification of the Amendment at its annual convention
in May, 1924.

The report of the Association's Educational Committee

questioned the usefulness of education as offered to the children of
laborers in the public schools.

14

Then the Convention delegates passed

a militant resolution:
RESOLVED that we, the members of the National Association
of Manufacturers. . . pledge ourselves to the protection and
betterment of child life in our respective communities, disap
prove of this revolutionary grant of power to the Congress as
repugnant to our traditional conception of local responsibility
and self-government, tending to stimulate the growth of enlarged
and extravagant bureaucracy and serving to defeat the very
humanitarian purpose which its disguise suggests.
Indeed, the Association's energetic disapproval of the proposed
Child Labor Amendment lead it to make opposition to the measure its
primary concern in,1924.

3^(3

"

Industry, official publication of the Asso

ciated Industries of Massachusetts, and Connecticut Industry, official
publication of the Manufacturers Association of Connecticut, were em
ployed to reach readers in New England.

13.

Goldmark, op. cit., pp. 118-119,

14.

Abbott, op. cit., p. 468

15.

p. ■ 215.

Thfe principal publication of

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1924,
: , .
.. : . ... '
'
..
16. Taylor, 0£. cit., p. 131.
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the NoAiMe itself, Aroerican-Industries, contained frequent
articles aftaeking the. Amendment and its supporters,

and in addition,

the Association had prepared a number of special bulletins,. some especially for the academic communities,
distribution^

and others for, more universal
.

,

However, the most energetic and well-planned effort of the Na
tional Association of Manufacturers lay in its venture to offset the
work of the Organizations Associated for Ratification of the Child Labor
Amendment„

The Association formed a committee of its own, the National

Committee for Rejection of the 20th Amendment.
Housed in the- same building with the Law Department of
the National Association of Manufacturers, with a member of that
Department, Mr. John Gall, acting as its Secretary, this National
Committee constituted essentially the temporary headquarters of ,
propaganda for the National Association of Manufacturers and af
filiated or like-minded organizations.
Its publications were
varied, consisting of bulletins.
. and.articles in publications
of the National Association of Manufacturers and in other maga
zines. . ,
u
.
- v
.
'
■ , .

17.,, American industries, XXV (February, 1925), 1,

... . .

"Employers and Child Labor Bill,"
American Industries, XXV (February, 1925), 19-25 et. seq.
.

sSee Noel Sargent,

19.
One example:JamesA.Emery,
"An Examination of the Pro
posed ,Twentieth Amendment6- « ., " (New York: ,N.A.M=, 1924) ,
, ...
. ,
20, Taylor, op. cit,, p. 133. This 'National Committee' was
composed exclusively of manufacturers.
They were: Millard D. Brown,
chairman. Continental Mills, Philadelphia, Pa.; C.: S.,Anderson,the .
Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.; P. E. Glenn, Exposition Cotton Mills,
Atlanta, Ga.; W.A.B, Dalzell, Fostoria Glass Co., Moundsville, W. V a , ;
R. E, Wood, Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, 111.; W. H. Leonard, the
Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Goi, Denver, C o l o . a n d W. Frank Carter,
of Carter, Norton! & Jones, St, Louis, M o . ; Frederick N. Keough, asso
ciate editor of Industrial Progress, a bitterly anti-labor, journal,
was director. - U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Gong., 2nd Sess.,
1925 LXVI.,, 1447.
'
.:. . .

The Massachusetts Public Interest League is an example of one
type of short-lived organization created by opponents of the Amendment«
It was organized in the fall of 1924 during the advisory referendum
campaign on the Child Labor Amendment in Massachusetts, and it was dis- . .
•
'
21
solved soon after the citizens of Massachusetts rejected the Amendment0
c

Some other hostile organizations were far more durable.

One .

*‘
22*
called the Sentinels of the Republic was still in existence in 1936.
“Every citizen a Sentinel.0

Every home a sentry box.0H was the motto ,of v

this association of patriots.

In 1926 it claimed eight thousand members,

and though a relatively small group, its propaganda was national in dis-.
tribution.

In 1927 one inquirer found that

Its chief object in theory is to oppose increasing cen
tralization of power in the Federal Government; in practice,
its chief object has been to oppose the Child Labor Amend
ment, and the industrial welfare laws advocated by women’s ’
organizations.24
The Sentinels of the Republic was founded in 1922 by Louis A
Coolidge of Boston, treasurer of the United Shoe Machinery Company.
When Mr. Coolidge appeared to testify before the House Judiciary sub
committee on the proposed child labor amendments in 1924, he described
his group's platform as follows:
Our organization, which extends all over the United States
with sentinels enrolled in every State of the Union. . , has
asked me to come here to oppose this amendment. , . because, to

21.

Brown, loc. cit,

22. George Sou%e, "Liberty in P o l i t i c s New Republic,
LXXXVIII (September 2, 1936), 97 et seq.
.
/
23. Norman Habeood. fed.), Professional Patriots, (New York:■
Albert Ss;Charles Boni, 1927), p. 170.
24.

Ibid.
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our mind, it is the attempted continuation of a tendency which
has been getting stronger and stronger for the last 20 years,
to subordinate to Federal control all local activities, the
police powers of the States, and the private rights of the in
dividual citizen in order toconcentrate everything here in
25
Washington, in bureaus, in Congress and, gentlemen, in your hands.
The Sentinels not only opposed welfare legislation, but their
-

'

r

•

-

association also served as a coordinating agency for other opposition
groups.

In December, 1924, Mr, Coolidge called a meeting in Philadel

phia to consolidate sentiment for defeating the Amendment.

Represen

tatives from the National Association of Manufacturers, the Pennsylvania
Manufacturers Association, the New York Commercial, the Woman Patriot,
the Moderation League, the Constitutional Liberty League, the American
Constitutional League, the Women's Constitutional League, the National
Security League, and the American Defense League met and devised
strategy.

27

Some 1,900 newspapers, most of them small town weeklies,

were reported to have been receiving periodic editorials from the Sentinals of the Republic,

28

The Sentinels of the Republic (organization) was a forerunner
of the American Liberty League which figured so prominently in the Presi
dential campaign of 1936, and some of the leaders of American industry
helped finance both organizations.

The Sentinels' principal financial.

25. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong,, 1st Sess., 1924, p. 216.
26. Elizabeth Christman, "Interlocking Machinery Spreads Mis
representations, " American Labor Legislative Review, XV (June, 1925),
p. 120.
27.
28.

Ibid.
‘Brown, op. cit., p. 12.

1
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support in the 193011s came from Raymond Pitcairn, their national chair
man, associated with the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company.
butors were;

Other contri

E. T. Stotesbury of the firm of J.P. Morgan; Alfred P.

Sloan of General Motors; Arthur M. Sewall of General Asphalt and
Baldwin Locomotives; Atwater Kent of Atwater Kent; John E. Zimmerman
of the United Gas and Improvement Company; Samuel D. Warrimer of Lehigh
Coal and Navigation; and Irenee DuPont of the DePont Chemical Corporation.2 9 ............................ '

'

The American Constitutional Association of Charleston, West
Virginia, was another society in the galaxy of patriotic groups which
)
'
'.j. . opposed the Amendment. This association of local employers was formed
in 1920 to protect the interests of the coal mine operators of West
Virginia through the preservation of "American institutions."

30

Manu

facturing and mining interests which lent it support reprinted its
publications, and these often contained articles attacking the Child
Labor Amendment.

Judge Elbert H. Gary of the United States Steel

Corporation is on record as the largest single contributor to this organization.

31

The Woman Patriot, was a bi-weekly publication founded in 1918,
and originally the organ of the Anti-Suffrage Association.

This parti

san journal was financed by United States Senator James W. Wadsworth
of New York.

39

After adoption of the Suffrage Amendment, the Woman

29.

Soule, op. cit.Y pp. 97. et seq.

30.

Hapgood, op. cit., p. 24.

31.
Ibid., p. 175.
In 1921, Judge Gary contributed $5,000 to
the American Constitutional Association.
32.

Ibid., p. 89.
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Patriot devoted itself largely “to an effort to discredit women in

33

public life or in positions of leadership in women6s organizations,et
In 1927, Norman Hapgood found that

'

The paper is dedicated to the “defense of the family and
the state,” and “against feminism and socialism," and attacks
Quakers, women"s.peace movements, the Federal Children's Bureau,
Judge Ben Lindsey, the child labor amendment, and such progres
sive women as Miss Julia Lathrop, first head of the Children's
Bureau, Miss Grace Abbott, its present chief, Miss Jeannette
Rankin and Mrs, Florence Kelley, Mrs, Kelley is described by
Miss Mary G. Kilbreth, the President of the Woman Patriot, as
“perhaps the ablest legislative general communism has produced,”
who has "steadily introduced socialism into the flesh and blood,
of America," The Woman Patriot broadcasts the propaganda of the
Defense Society, the Civic Federation, and other agencies, and
Is in close touch with the National Association of Manufacturers
and its chief Washington lobbyist, Mr, James A, Emery,
The National Civil Federation, founded in 1900, was another foe
of the Child Labor Amendment,

Although some of its members also belonged

to the American Federation of Labor, the Civic Federation toiled in the
interests of the large employers and recommended the open shop.

The

prominent American Socialist, Morris Hillquit, once said of this or
ganization that, "To the organized labor movement, the policy of the
(
- 35
Civic Federation is the most subtle and insidious poison,“

The

United Mine Workers shared this opinion, for an instruction issued by
that union read:

“Mine managers, top foreman, operators' commissioners,

persons engaged in the sale of intoxicating liquor and members of the
Civic Federation shall not be eligible to membership,"

33,

Labor, December 13, 1924, p, 1.

34,

Hapgood, op, cit., p, 90,

35,

Ibid., p,» 140,

36.’ Ibid., p. 144.
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The Farmers1 States Rights League of Troy, North Carolina, was
ah organization of an entirely different type.

On the surface it ap

peared to be a genuine society of farmers, banded together to rebut the
movements for ratifying the Child Labor Amendment,

Instead, Labor, the

official journal of the sixteen railroad labor unions, exposed the
League as a fraud, the tool of David Clark, editor of the Southern Tex
tile Bulletin, and the Southern textile mill owners of Charlotte, North
Carolina.^

Labot sent a staff representative to North Carolina to

investigate the Farmers1 States'-Rights League.

On his return their

agent wrote that
The Farmers1 States Rights League is not a farmers1 organi
zation.
.
'
Its president is the cashier of a cotton mill bank.
Its
vice president is an employee of a cotton mill store.
Its
chief agent - the man who writes the ads for agricultural papers is listed in the Charlotte (N.C.) city directory as an employee
of the Clark Publishing Co.
The Clark Publishing Co. is owned by David Clark, editor
of the Southern Textile Bulletin, organ of the cotton mill owners
of the South. . " 7- ®
The so-called "cotton mill farmers" admitted the League did not
collect dues and had no membership roll, but they refused to divulge
the source of the money used to pay for their extensive campaign.

"It

is perfectly clear," Labor told its r e a d e r s , . . that the "Farmers1
,

.

^States Rights League" is a fake, organized and financed by the cottonmill owners of the South.
David Clark freely admitted the truth of the charge and stated
that the cotton mill owners had distributed 150,000 pieces of

37.
"Opposition Propaganda at Work: Behind the Scenes,"J American
Labor Legislative Review, XV (June, 1925), 122.
38.

Ibid.
c

39.

Ibid.
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anti-Amendment literature under the name of the L e a g u e , I n a burst
of bravado he wrotet
We fought the devil with fire. We secured the legal
right to send literature in the name of the Farmers0 States
Rights League which had been regularly incorporated. „ .
Had the literature gone out under the name of the Southern
Textile Bulletin they would have killed its effect by attack
ing the author when they could not answer the literature.
By getting the truth to the people of the country with
out allowing our opponents to confuse the issue. . . we
turned an almost hopeless situation into an overwhelming
victory, and if our methods do not please those who lost, it
makes no difference to us. . . .
e*Let "em rave. “41
According to speeches made at the meeting of the Sentinels of
the Republic in December, 1924, the propaganda machinery of the antiChild Labor Amendment forces included the publicity bureau of the
National Association of Manufacturers, the New York Commercial0s spec
ial news service to five hundred newspapers, and the columns of the
Woman Patriot.

42

Apparently, not one of the groups active in the

resistance movement was large in numbers, but each acted as a publicity
bureau.

With a succession of publicity bureaus under different names,

"the same crowd of people function [ed^ for their various ends,
all of which [were] related in a general w a y . T h i s

"crowd" consisted

of manufacturers and mill owners, who feared further governmental regu
lation of business;

patriots, who opposed further federal centraliza

tion on principle; and the old anti-suffragettes, who believed, perhaps

40.

Raleigh News and Observer, (North Carolina), February 8 , 1925,

41.

Ibid.

42.

Christman, op. cit., p. 120.

p. 16.

. 43.
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honestly, that the Amendment had been inspired by the bolsheviks in
Moscow.
A few other locally energetic organizations which deserve men
tion were; - .
The New York Chamber of Commerce, whose Committee on Internal
Trade and Improvements was employed for the purpose of defeating the
Amendment.

Its activities extended through the year 1938.

'

The New York State Economic Council, which was also active
through 1938 in distributing anti-Amendment literature from its office
44
in New York City.
The Citizens5Committee for the Protection of Our Homes and
Children, an evanescent organization, but also the most visible and
energetic agency of the resistance in Massachusetts.

The Amendment1s

supporters believed the Committee to be a tool of the Associated In
dustries of Massachusetts.

0

The membership of this Citizens1 Committee included be
sides several such prominent citizens as President [Abbott L.j
Lowell [of Harvard University] and [william Henry] Cardinal
O ’Connell, [Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston] ,certain
prominent manufacturers active in opposing the amendment in
another organization. The Sentinels of the Republic.
The
finance chairman was past president of the Associated Indus
tries of Massachusetts.
The printed matter they put out was
similar in line of argument to that used by the National Manu
facturers’ Association and the American Farm Bureau Federa
tion. . .45
One author who studied the opposition to the Child Labor Amend

ment has concluded that, "There appears to [have been] little conscious
coordination among the* opponents of the amendment; their only common

44.

Brown, op. cit., p. 14.

45.

Johnson, op. cit., p. 446 ftn.

44
idea seems to Jjiave beenj to defeat the amendment„
this thesis appears sound.

On the surface,

The very diversity of the opposing groups

and individuals, ranging from the Pennsylvania Manufacturers Associa
tion to the Catholic Archdiocese of Boston, and from Senator William E,
Borah, Republican of Idaho, to President Nicholas Murray Butler of
Columbia, University, seems to argue against a concerted movement aimed
at defeating the Amendment in all the statehouses.
However, coordination did in fact appear time after time in
crisis situations - i,e=, when a state legislature threatened to
ratify the Amendment,

When legislative action became a possibility

the opposition forces accepted the direction of a single state com
mittee to direct their counter-attacks.

But the opposition forces had

no well-organized and active national committee, comparable to the Na
tional Child Labor Committee, which could supply a smooth, uninter
rupted flow of propaganda during the “slack periods" when no crisis
threatened.
Two opposition "whips," men who moved from state to state rally
ing resistance to the Amendment, tried to remedy this circumstance.
Both James A, Emery, general counsel for the National Association of
Manufacturers, and David Clark, editor of the Southern Textile Bulletin,
had lobbied against the Amendment during the 1923 and 1924 Congres
sional hearings.

The former represented Northern, manufacturing interests,

which held the Amendment to be one. more federal usurpation of the states1
police powers.

The latter represented Southern textile manufacturing

interests, which freely attacked the Amendment as a socialistic scheme
to gain control over the nation's youth and deliver the country to the

46,

Hulett, op, cit,, p, 106.
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Communists,
Mr, Clark was the more vehement of the two men.

He liked to

brag about his earlier vendettas-against the first two federal child
labor laws.

In his Bulletin he described the steps in organization

leading to the judicial decision against the Keating-Owen Child Labor
Law of 1916 and his part in the famous case of Hammer v. Dagenhartt ^
The task of getting a man to apply for an injunction and a
mill to permit the case to be brought against them was placed
upon David Clark, and-after considerable work he found Reuben
H, Dagenhart at the Fidelity Manufacturing Company, of Charlotte,
whose family offered an ideal case, and he induced Dagenhart
to permit his name to be used.
It can be stated that Dagenhart
never had an idea of making a test until approached by David
Clark and was only a figure head. He was not even in the em
ployment of the Fidelity Manufacturing Company when the case
was heard before the United States Supreme C o u r t . 48
Fifteen years later, on the occasion of Mr. Clark6s activity
against another labor measure, the Bulletin reminded its readers of
the earlier ‘‘successful campaign" against the Child Labor Amendment.
The "Visiting the Mills" story. . . is postponed because
David Clark found it necessary to go to Washington, D.C., to
offer opposition to the "30-hour-week" bill now being con
sidered there. Mr. Clark, a few years ago, personally conducted
the successful campaign against the two Federal Child Labor
and the proposed Child Labor Amendment. . . .49
David Clark felt fairly confident about the Southern states,
and for the most part he concentrated his personal efforts toward
winning over the Midwestern state legislatures.

His cat"s-paw, the

Farmers" States Rights League, sought to rally the agricultural bloc
against the Amendment by alarming farmers against the encroachments

47.
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pp.1345 ante.

,

48.

Southern Textile Bulletin. June 6 , 1918.

49.

Ibid., April 3, 1933.
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of bureaucratic federal control.
This tactic, the appeal of manufacturing interests for farmer
support, was not new in 1924.

As far back as 1914, James A. Emery,

general counsel for the National Association of Manufacturers, sent
a letter to the editors of farm journals urging them, for the good
of the whole nation, to join hands with the manufacturers against a
federal child labor law.

50

One of David Clark6s extended tours to the farm states began
on July 30, 1924, when he left Charlotte for New York and the "West
ern States" to confer with agricultural interests.
Clark1s unbridled oratory and his irrepressible zest won many
recruits for his cause.

In late summer, 1924, he told the Bulletin9s

readers that he had just returned from another long trip in connection
with organizing opposition to the Child Labor Amendment«

Everywhere

he found the situation developing to his liking, and nowhere better
than in Massachusetts, which had been counted upon as the stronghold
of the pro-Amendment forces.

In fact, Clark could count only five

states which he believed would ratify the Amendment.
David Clark reiterated that the opposition's first task should
be to show the farmers that the Child Labor Amendment would allow a

50. U.S., Congressional Record. 68th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1925,
LXVI, 1447.
Emery told the farm editors that there was almost no
child labor left in manufacturing, but in 1920, 185,000 children 10 to
15. years of age were still in the factories. - New York Times, January
11, 1923, p. 8 .
51.
2025.

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, CIX (November 1, 1924),
...
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willing Congress the right to make laws relative to their children.

^

He and his party had distributed fully fifty thousand pieces of antiAmendment literature in rural areas.
The other task of the opposition, as he saw it, was to convince
the people of New England that thpy were not affected by the employment
of little children in Southern textile mills.

This, he conceded, was

going to be more difficult than the first task.
However, Clark concluded, "No proposition that has ever been sub
mitted to the American people will be as badly beaten as will the mixcalled Child Labor Amendment.
The following letter is one testimonial to David Clark's efforts:
s

Anchor Duck Mills
Rome, Georgia
February 3, 1925
Mr;. David Clark "
Care Textile Bulletin
Charlotte, NoC.
Dear Mr. Clark:
We are glad to know that a sufficient number of States have
voted against the Twentieth Amendment to assure its defeat.
You are to be congratulated on the publicity you have fur
nished the opposition, and it is largely due to your efforts
that this amendment was defeated.
You have time after time rendered valuable service to the
South and its mill interests which service was for the best in
terest of the whole cotton mill business, but the service you
have just rendered in defeating the Twentieth Amendment is your
greatest, and the present generation and generations to come are
indebted to you for ,this.
;
The writer feels that a great amount of good has come out pf
this proposed amendment, as publicity you have furnished has
thrown a great deal of light on the bolshevik, movements in America.

52.

Southern Textile Bulletin, October 16, 1924, p. 54.
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Believe now that it would be impossible for the American
people to be deceived by further legislation or amendments
they might propose.
With kindest regards.
Very truly yours,
ANCHOR DUCK MILLS
J. S. Bahman, Supt.
James A. Emery, general counsel for the National Association
of Manufacturers, was de facto organizer of opposition to the Amendment
among Northern industrial groups.

However, his influence extended well

beyond the manufacturing community.
In the summer of 1913, the Senate Judiciary Committee exposed
Emery as director of an "insidious lobby" sponsored by tjie National Asso
ciation of Manufacturers and organized to defeat legislation which would
benefit the labor m o v e m e n t E m e r y ' s

shady transactions, disclosed by

the testimony of a fellow lobbyist, were widely publicized by the Wash
ington press, and for.several years thereafter Mr. Emery was absent from
the Capitol committee rooms.
In 1916, James A. Emery reappeared to testify against pending
federal child, labor legislation, and after passage of the Keating-Owen
Child Labor Law, he appeared frequently before Congressional.committees
to bear witness against proposed child .labor measures.
Once, with uneven candor, Mr. Emery admitted one of his
Association's true motives for opposing the Child Labor Amendment:
American indsutry has generally, opposed the pending amend
ment because it recognized in it a revolutionary innovation in

53.
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54. .U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1925,
LXVI, 1446. '
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Government which laid the foundation for the further centrali
zation of industrial' control.55
_
James A..Emery^ also served as general counsel to the N. A. W s
c a t 0s paw, the National Committee for the Rejection of the Twentieth
Amendment.

56

■

Conveniently, the National Committee had offices next to

those of Mr. Emery in Washington, B.C.

57

Like David Clark, Emery traveled about, the country encouraging
the forces of resistance in many of the Northeastern and Midwestern
states.

On June 3, 1924 the Chicago Journal of Commerce reported his

presence in Illinois, directing the opposition of local manufacturers
to the Child Labor Amendment.
On September 3, 1924, Mr., Emery employed a ruse he.had devised
in 1914; he sent a, letter to the editors of most of the nation’s farm
journals, urging them to join in resisting, confirmation of the Amend- .
ment.

According to Emery, the Amendment would not affect manufacturers

appreciably, but it was aimed against children who worked on the farms.

59

Perhaps James A. Emery’s most significant contribution to the
opposition forces was a pamphlet he wrote: “An Examination of the

55. , James A. Emery, "Why Child Labor Amendment Failed," Textile
World, LXVI (April 18, 1925), .2707.
This article is the text of an ad
dress delivered before the American Cotton Manufacturers Association in
April, 1925.
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Proposed Twentieth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States*"^
The allegations against the Child Labor Amendment which were listed by
Emery were widely circulated, and many appear to have been copies al
most word for word in many anti-Amendment publications.

Undoubtedly

much of Em ery1s material was drawn from testimony in the published Con
gressional hearings, from the committee minority reports, and from the
Congressional debates on the Amendment.

And it is possible that the

pamphlet should not be credited with all the influence some writers
attribute to i t . ^

However, the same month that Emery0s pamphlet was

published, August, 1924, the first important Roman Catholic association
to enter the fray, the Catholic Central Verein of America, adopted a
resolution condemning the Child Labor A m e n d m e n t . T h e resolution
cited many of the same objections to the proposal that Emery cited.
Whether the Central Verein borrowed from Emery0s pamphlet or not, the
same allegations undoubtedly affected the thinking of some Catholics.
Mr. Emery was a prominent Roman Catholic layman himself.
Perhaps an excerpt from Mr. Emery6s pamphlet may serve to indi
cate the influence his arguments had On the polemics of other opposition
leaders, editors and pamphleteers.

Emery wrote that

The report of the Senate Judiciary Committee accompanying
Senate Joint Resolution No. 1 (the proposed amendment) discloses
a continuing recognition by members of the committee, and from
her own declarations, that Mrs. Florence Kelley was a directing
influence in the form and management of the amendment. . . „
Mrs. Kelley is a Socialist leader of marked distinction, a
faculty instructor in the Rand School of Socialism, [sic] former
president of the. Intercollegiate Socialist League (the chief

60. _(New York: N.A.M., 1924).
61. For a discussion of, this question, see Vincent A. McQuade,
The American Catholic Attitude on Child Labor Since 1891, (Washington,
B.C.: Catholic University, 1938), pp. 83, 91 ftn.
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propaganda, medium, among college -students), and a recognized
translator of those wellsprings of modern socialism,
Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx,
,Charles R„ Gow, chairman of the Finance Committee^ Associated
Industries of Massachusetts, and an officer of the Hood Rubber Company,
also slandered Mrs.. Keiley in the following letter, sent out as a -re-

'

quest for funds for the opponents of the Amendment in Massachusetts. . 614 LITTLE BUILDING •
- Boston, Mass., October 8 , 1924
We must remove the children from the pernicious influence
of the family. We must register the children, or, let us
. .speak plainly, we must nationalize them. Thus they will,from
the very start remain under the beneficial influence of com
munist kindergartens and schools. To compel the mother to
surrender her child to us. . . that is the practical task
- before us. 64
MY DEAR DOCTOR AND MRS. DAY: The avowed purpose Of the pro
posed twentieth amendment to the Constitution is stated above
p
in the. exact language of the chief of the forces who conceived,
drafted, and lobbied that measure thrpugh Congress under the
American leadership of Mrs. Florence Kelley, formerly
.Wi schnewet sky.
. •
■.
‘
;
"The amendment, if ratified, jwill establish for all time
Federal.bureaucratic -control over all activities of all youth
under 18, in place of existing parental .and local control.
This is the most dangerous assault upon our institutions
ever publicly proposed.
Nationalization of youth is the key
stone of the Red program, a challenge to.every thinking Ameri,
OciTlo

e

o

e

We appeal to you for an immediate and liberal contribution..
Sincerely yours,
• ,
. . .
CHARLES R. GOW
Chairman, Finance Committee
David Clark also followed Emery1s lead in seeking to tie the
Child Labor Amendment to socialism and ultimately to the Soviet Union.

63. Quoted by Senator Thomas J. Walsh, Democrat of Montana.
U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong,, 2nd Sess., 1925, LXVI, 1441.
64. This quotation is unidentified.
It may be attributable
to Grigori Zinoviev, contemporary Soviet Commisar for Education.
65.; U. S. , Congressional Record, 68th Cong,, 2nd Sess.., 1925,
LXVI, 1441,
,.
.:
• .■

In an article entitled, "Child Labor Amendment Part of Socialist Program,
he cited Mrs. Kelley's socialist affiliations; and he also attacked Owen
R. Lovejoy, general secretary of the National Child Labor Committee, and
Miss Grace Abbott, chief of the Federal Children's Bureau, for their
socialist sympathies.

In an unrivaled piece of guilt-by-association-by

association, Clark declared

_
That Mrs. Kelley, who has headed nearly all the drives for
German socialist "welfare" legislation, such as compulsory health
insurance, the maternity act, etc., is still a recognized leader
of the socialist cause today is attested by the appearance of her
name at the head of a list of socialist and communist men and
women who signed themselves "comrades" in sending a birthday gift
last year to Warren K. Billings, a California convict sent to
the penitentiary in connection with the preparedness bomb out
rages.
Senator Thomas J. Walsh, Democrat of Montana, ably refuted the
slander against Mrs. Kelley in a speech on the floor of the Senate on
January 8 , 1 9 2 5 , ^ but by then few people were really interested; the
Child Labor Amendment had already been rejected by more than twelve
states.
Summary
The Child Labor Amendment was not conceived as a partisan measure
but was urged upon Congress by more than twenty-five national organi
zations interested in child labor control.

The American Federation of

Labor and the National Child Labor Committee were the two leading or
ganizations favoring confirmation of the Amendment.
The National, Association of Manufacturers assumed leadership of
groups opposing the Child,Labor Amendment =

Other more or less permanent

66. ■Southern Textile Bulletin,.August 21, 1924, p. 27.
67.
LXVI, 1441.

U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1925,
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organizations antagonistic to the Amendment included:

the Massachu

setts Public Interest League; the Sentinels of the Republic; the Ameri
can Constitutional Association; the Women *s Patriotic Publishing Company
of Washington, B.C.; and the National Civic Federation.

One entirely

fraudulent association, the Farmers6 States Rights League, Served as a
cover for propaganda issued by David Clark, editor of the Southern Tex
tile Bulletin, and Southern textile mill owners.
Though various publicity bureaus kept up a steady stream of antiAmendment propaganda, there was little conscious coordination among the
opposition forces.

Two resistance “whips," James A. Emery of the

National Association of Manufacturers and David Clark, editor of the
Southern Textile Bulletin, did travel to states where legislative action
on the Amendment appeared imminent.

Each man labored successfully to

rally opposition elements behind single state coordinating committees
in a number of instances.

Though Clark was the more vehement of the

two men, Emery’s pamphlet, "An Examination of the Proposed Twentieth
Amendment. .

is sometimes cited as the source for many of the op

position’s important arguments against the Child Labor Amendment.

.

x

68.

(New York; N.A.M.', 1924).
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CHAPTER IV

j

A CASE FOR THE OPPOSITION

.

Well before Congress acted to approve the Child Labor Amend

ment, Owen R. .Lovejoy, general secretary of the National Child Labor
Committee, said, “We are not expecting an easy time [in winning, public
support for the Amendment.j We are expecting to have a time that is
1
difficult, and sometimes answer compelling arguments.“ . In this chap
ter are the “compelling arguments,“ and some not so compelling, which
Mr, Lovejoy and his companions were forced to acknowledge.
Enemies of the Child Labor Amendment produced at least.twenty
reasons why the states should not approve the measure.

2

Some of these

are but variations on a single proposition, but six may be separated
to represent a case for the anti-Amendment forces.

It is fitting that

each proposition be examined closely and that rebuttals ventured against
each should be mentioned too.
Proposition 1. The number of child laborers is relatively
small and the problem itself is unimportant.
Many of the opponents of the Child Labor Amendment denied the

1. "Child Labor and the Constitution,“ American Child, V
(January, 1923), 1..
2.
"XX Reasons for Rejection of the Proposed XX Amendment. . ."
(Washington,,D.C .t National Committee for Rejection of the 20th Amend- .
ment, 1924). Cf. pp. 121-122 post, APPENDIX A, for a list of these
reasons.
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existence of, a serious national child labor problem.

One prominent

textile manufacturer argued that
There is no child labor problem beyond the power of the
States adequately to meet.
The whole country had in 1920 in
its mechanical and manufacturing activities a total of 9,473
persons 10 to 14 years of age, employed on a whole or inter
mittent basis, in any capacity,3
C

In fact, the 1920 Census revealed that 1,060,000 children between the
ages of ten and fifteen years were employed.

About three-fifths were

engaged in agricultural pursuits, and the majority of these worked on
the farms of their parents.^

Industrialized agriculture accounted

for a very small percentage of the children employed on farms.
Many farmers resented the implication that future federal statutes
enacted under the Child Labor Amendment might regulate the hours and con
ditions under which their children could work.

“If a Federal law is

needed to regulate child labor it should be directed toward industry.

» .

The farmers do not ask for exemption for they are not in the offending
5
class,"
tion.

'
So stated a representative of the American Farm Bureau Federa

Another defender of rural child labor practices, a professor of

sociology at Kansas State Agricultural College, affirmed that
While we find cases in the country, as elsewhere, where in
unusual types of production parents overwork their children,
yet our investigations thus far have indicated that the home
and farm work done by the average farm boy or girl is well bal
anced with other activities, and is much preferable to the loaf
ing leisure and trouble-finding time of the city boy or girl.

3, Millard D. Brown in “The Child Labor Amendment. . . Opposed,“
(New York: State Chamber of Commerce, 1925), p. 20.
4,

Sargent, op. cit., p. 19.

5,

Ibid.

6.

Ibid. ;

the professor was Walter Burr.

The Amendment1s inclusive language^made it suspect to the agricultural
community.
Other enemies denied that there had been any considerable in
crease in child labor since the 1920 Census.

Friends of the Amendment

argued in turn that the Census did not accurately reflect the situation
in 1920,

It had been taken while the second federal child labor law

was still in effect - and during an industrial depression.6

Department

of Labor studies made after 1920 indicated that the employment of child
ren in industry was still increasing, not decreasing.

1

Proposition 2. Child labor should not be absolutely prohib
ited since it is not objectionable under proper conditions.
Very few, if any, of the child labor reformers argued that child
labor should be absolutely prohibited.

Representative Israel Foster,

Republican of Ohio, one of the authors of the Amendment, suggested that
a new federal law should embody a fourteen-year age minimum for employ?
ment in most occupations and a sixteen-year minimum for hazardous oc
cupations.

“Certain occupations, “ he added, “silch as farm work and

house work in or about the child6s own home. . . should not be included
in any Federal law. . •11
However, opponents of the Amendment often chose to emphasize the
right of Congress to “prohibit61 any or all child labor, as stated in the
proposal itself.

One warned,

7'i U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary,
Child-Labor Amendment. . . , 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, H. Rept, 395,
pp. 7-8.
.,
8.
"What Kind of a Child Labor Law Should Congress Bass?"
American Child, VI (July, 1924), 7.
-
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Put the youth of eighteen in charge of a board with power
to forbid work, and the demand to regulate the age of marriage,
supervision of prisons, etc., will surely follow. . . .
It
may be legal to marry at fifteen and become a "man" or "woman,"
father or mother, but illegal to work.-^ ,
Some manufacturers defended the. employment of children incapable
of advancing in school, while others pointed out that some poor families
needed the added income represented, by the labor of their children in
order to maintain a decent standard of living.

One Pennsylvania textile

manufacturer explained that while less than two per cent of his employees
were under sixteen years of age, he employed these because
They are there and 1 take the world as it is and not as I
want to make it. . . . Rather than have them o n sthe street,
as they would have the right to for five days and go to school
one day, they are a good deal better off in decent surroundings
than they are idling on the street.
It is not altruism entirely,
it is simply the feeling that we are doing right.
Will Rogers, the most famous humorist of his day, easily exposed
this hypocrisy.

Said Rogers,

I see a lot in the papers about this. . . Child Labor Amendment,
and I, have been asked how I stand on that. If Congress.or the.
states would just pass one law, as follows, they wouldn't need
any 20th Amendment: 'Every child, regardless of age shall receive
the same wage as a grown person.” That will stop your child labor.
They only hire them because they.pay them less for the.same work,
than they would have to pay a man.
If children don't do more for
less money, why is if that they want to use them? No factory or
farmer or anybody else hires a child because he is so big-hearted
he wants to do something for the child.
He hires him because he
wants to save a man's salary.
Proposition J3. Regulation of child labor should be left to the
states.

9.
William E. Gonzales, in Owen R. Lovejoy and W. E. Gonzales,
"Twentieth Amendments A Debate," Forum, LXXIII (January, 1925), 25.
10. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings on
Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, p. 109.
11.
"Will Rogers' Idea of the Way to End Child Labor,11 American
Child, VII (February, 1925), 3.
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Many prominent friendsof the child labor
honestly believed that federal

regulation

ment on the rights of the states.

control

movement

would establish an encroach

The editors of The Independent set

forth their case.
The purpose o f the child labor amendment is admirable.
The method employed to attain this desirable end, however,
is unfortunate. . . By a constitutional amendment we propose
to shortcut that process of evolution which comes through edu
cation and public opinion, and to achieve immediately an anti
septic condition in the infected areas [of society.]
But in
making this short-cut we trample on essential rights of selfgovernment; we accelerate the change of our Constitution from
an orderly, logical, political system to a patchwork or praise
worthy humanitarian prohibition; we assist the mental confusion
which distorts a scheme of government
into an
enforcement of
, •.
.
■■
■iz
.
.
behavior.
Other editors were less inclined to reason with their readers.
Richard H. Edmonds, editor of the Manufacturers Record, Baltimore,
Maryland, declared that
If adopted, this amendment will prove to be the complete de
struction for all time to come of all States* rights; for if an
amendment, such as this, can be put into effect, then every
vestige of States* rights will be forever ended and we will be
come an oligarchy or autocracy, to a large extent molded on the
sovietism of Russia.
. 13
The editors of the New Republic, who favored ratification of
the Amendment, felt ^uite differently about states* rights.

They be

lieved that the opposition’s adoption of the states* rights doctrine
; \

and the renewed public interest in states* rights was due in part to
the federal prohibition law, (the Volstead Act), and its scandalous
administration.

Another more significant reason, they believed, was

12.
"The Child Labor, Amendment to the Federal Constitution
Opposed," (New York: State Chamber of Commerce, 1925), p. 4.
.13. - "Would Congress Spoil Our Children?"
LXXX I H , (November" 29, A924), 31.

Literary Digest,
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a realization on the part of the business community that its political
position in the country was weakening*

The New Republic warned that

in the hazy area between 6tstate ineffectiveness and federal incompetence"
business might build up a free economic state of its own, ^unhampered by
regulation and insured against attack by the constitutional safeguards
of propertyo5i^

1 » - •

FoeS of the Child Labor Amendment also argued that legislation
enacted under its authority would inevitably be bureaucratic and in
creasingly expensive*

Representative George S* Graham, Republican of

Pennsylvania, a leading opponent of the Child Labor Amendment in Congress,
cautioned that adoption of that measure could lead to the creation of a
new federal bureau to oversee enforcement of a new federal child labor
..

.

„

.■

.

:

law, with "a new army of officeholders."

1 5

"

•

■

- ■

-

■

■

Echoing this sentiment, a

business journal reported that
Office holding parasites want to prohibit work by all
minors under 18. "Why? So they can put to work several thou
sand inspectors to see that the youth of the land are properly
idle* Too much sociology. Too much bureaucracy.
Too many
payroTlers,
Too many drones in the h i v e . ^
Proponents of the Amendment found this concern for the taxpayer6s
dollar difficult to understand, for just seventeen federal officials,
not an "army" or "thousands" had been utilized to enforce the first fed
eral child labor law.

In states which had standards comparable to those

of the federal law, state officials had been sworn in as federal deputies,

14.
"Child Labor: Why They Invoke States Rights," New Republic
XLI (December:24, 1924), 109.
15. U.S.', Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Minority
Report, Child-Labor Amendment. . ., H.R. No. 395, pt. 2, 68th Cong.,
1st Sess., 1924, p. 4.
1 6 . . “ High Cost of Government," Manufacturers News, (October 3,
1925), p^ 12. *
-

so only the seventeen additional federal officers had been necessary.^

Proposition 4. Another amendment* to the Constitution would
be eminently undesirable at this time.
Some of the Child Labor Amendment's antagonists opposed it on
the principle that the original corpus of the Constitution had already
been amended too many times and that it should not be tampered with
again.

Spokesmen for the patriotic societies frequently repeated this

argument.

The editors of the Philadelphia Inquirer (Pennsylvania) also

gave it credence, for they declared that "there is too much 'monkeying*
with the Constitution of the United States," and in their opinion, "the
States themselves are the best judges of these matters."

18

Louis A. Coolidge, chairman of the Sentinels of the Republic,
also opposed tampering with the Constitution.

This exchange took place

during the House Judiciary Subcommittee hearings on the Amendment in 1924
Mr, MERSEY.
How many of the amendments to the Constitution
are you in favor of?
Mr. CdOLIDGE.
the first 10 absolutely; because they em
phasize the,reservation of certain inalienable rights of the
individual. . . . [and] the eleventh and twelfth, because they
relate to Federal features in the Constitution and after that,
I would not have been in favor of one, except perhaps the S
thirteenth amendment which simply recognized an existing con
dition. ^

'

National prohibition was already running into great difficulty in

17. (Men R, Lovejoy and W. R, Gonzales, "Twentieth Amendment,
A Debate." Forum, LXXIIT (January 1925), 19.
18.
"To Save the Child from Slavery," Literary Digest. LXXXI
(June 14,,1924), 13.
19. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, p. 217.
Nineteen amendments had bien ratified to 1924, including those for pro
hibition, (XVIII), and woman suffrage, (XIX).

1924.

The Federal Prohibition Bureau and state law enforcement agencies

found that imposing stern restraints on individual liberty bred a wide
spread disrespect for law, and often encouraged the practices the
Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act were supposed to forbid.

The

Child Labor Amendment, a new attempt to deal with a social problem by
constitutional amendment, consequently inherited some of the hostility
raised against the Eighteenth Amendment.

“After their experience with

the Eighteenth Amendment,“ asserted the Springfield Union (Massachusetts),
"the people have little relish for further experiments with constitutipnal prohibitions.“

20

Enemies of the Child Labor Amendment also: argued that since it
would give Congress power to prohibit and regulate
sons under eighteen. Congress

the labor of all per

would use this grant of powers to extend

progressively the interests of the national government in the spheres
of education,, wages, hours, etc.

Many well educated and otherwise disin

terested people weie enlisted in the fight against ratification of the
Amendment because of the appeal of this constitutional argument.

Millard

D. Brown, president of Continental Mills, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
certainly not a disinterested party, advanced this proposition when he
aald

The present demand for Federal authority over all youth up
to the age of 18 is not a spontaneous National appeal to remedy
a widespread evil.
It is instead principally a reaching out
for power on the part of "uplifting1 geniuses who would enjoy
stepping between parent and child. . .
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia University,

likewise warned that ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would

20.

"Why- the Child Labor Amendment Failed," Literary Digest,

LXXXIV (February 7, 1925), 10
21.

55.

(

New York State Chamber of Commerce Bulletin, V (December, 1924),
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^

herald federal interference in other quarters.
Surely no one who cares for the American system of educa
tion can wish to see the Congress, . . enter upon policies
that.would either gravely modify or wholly control the Nation's
educational system. . . .
The amendment will, if ratified, in
disputably give these powers to the Congress. . .

Both in the halls of Congress and in public forums the enemies
of the,Amendment contended that if it were passed. Congress would exercise
its grant of powers to the extreme limit.

As early as April, 1924, the

editors of the American Child felt compelled to explain that the Amend
ment *s supporters had no intention of arbitrarily eliminating all child
labor accomplished by persons under eighteen years of age.

23

However,

some doubting members of Congress countered that they would not trust
the discretion of their fellow members,

Edward W. Foti, Democratic

representative from North Carolina, asked, 'Where is the man who can
predict safely that some Congress in the future will not pass a law
absolutely prohibiting all labor by boys and girls under eighteen years
of a g e ? A n d

Senator Walter F. George, Democrat of Georgia, asked the

readers of Forum, "Why grant the power [to prohibit child labor] if
Congress is not to exercise it in any circumstance?"

25

The Louisville

Courier-Journal (Kentucky) stated the proposition more bluntly:
Nobody knows what Congress will do on any given subject.
There is in all the States no legislature more undependable,
more given to foolish and pernicious actions than is C o n g r e s s , ^6

22.

New York Times, December 7, 1924, p. 2.

23.
"What the Shortridge-Foster Constitutional Amendment is Not,"
American Child, VI (April, 1924), 2.
24.

U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., LXV, 7166.

25=
"The Twentieth Amendment - A Symposium," Forum, LXXIII,
(February, 1925), 282.
,
H
26=
"The Battle Over the Child Labor Amendment," Literary Digest
LXXXIII (December 6 , 1924), 13.
. -

Some members of the opposition were not content just to sow seeds
of doubt as to Congresses intentions*

They asserted with conviction

that once the.Amendment became part of the Constitution, Congress would
act quickly to prohibit the labor of all young people under eighteen
years of agej

Ridiculous as this proposition appears, it was printed

time and again on the editorial pages of many rural newspapers*

One

might expect to read in the Manufacturers*Record that
You must bear in mind that this amendment takes from the
. parents the right to have their children, sons and daughters,
do any kind of work, so long as they are under eighteen years
of a g e . 27
But in Topeka, Kansas the State Journal also declared that the Amendment ^
"would make it impossible for boys and girls under 18 to work their way
through

c o l l e g e ,

“ 28 an(j Iredell Meares of the Dearborn Independent

(Michigan) was in earnest when he asked,
Will the mothers of this land vote to confer upon Congress
the power to limit, regulate and prohibit the labor of their
children under eighteen years of age?' Consider the question
in terms of your own children. Mothers of America, not in
terms of other people's children, and then act and vote as
mother love, mother conscience, d i c t a t e s * ^
Wiley H, Swift, director of the Department of Legislation and
Investigation of the National Child Labor Committee, struck out against
the charge that Congress was not to be trusted and accused Attorney

27.

Manufacturers Record, September 11, 1924, p. 57.

28.
"The Battle Over the Child Labor Amendment,61 Literary
Digest, LXXXIII (December 6 , 1924), 13.
29.

Dearborn Independent, (Michigan), September 4, 1924, p. 9.
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James A, Emery of the National Association of Manufacturers of trying
30
to destroy confidence in the national government«,

E6If one cannot

trust Congress to pass laws for the protection of'" children, n he con
tended,

"what good reason can there be for trusting it to declare war,

31

levy taxes or borrow money? **

Mr® Swift went oh to say that if con

fidence in Congress were destroyed or seriously weakened, the whole
system of government would becomeiuncertain, for ^democratic govern32
ment exists by virtue of confidence,^
As might have been expected, the wording of the Child Labor
Amendment and its phraseology were also attacked.

Perhaps the greatest

furor arose over the inclusion of the arbitrary age limit of eighteen.
The Amendment declared, "The Congress shall have power to limit,, regulate, and prohibit the labor of persons under 18 years of age, . „ ."
The age limit was a compromise: some Congressmen believed the age of
twenty-one should be obligatory, while others favored a stated age
limit of sixteen.

Senator" Samuel M, Shortridge, Republican of Cali

fornia and chairman of the Senate Judicihfy Committee, defended the
eighteen-year age limit in tils report to accompany Senate joint Resolu
tion Number One, the Child Labor Amendment,

Said the Senator,

,
30. Mr. Swift was particularly incensed about the deceitful
arguments in James A. Emery11s effective pamphlet, "An Examination of
the Proposed Twentieth Amendment., . .
(New York: National Association
of Manufacturers, 1924).
..
31. Wiley H, Swift, "A Defense of the American System of
Government," (New York: National Child Labor Committee, 1924), p. 13.
32.

Ibid.

33.
"House Joint Resolution 184," Congressional Record, 68th
Cong., 1st Sess,, 1924, LXV, 7176,
34.

New York Times, June 29, 1924, VIII, p. 7.
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An age limit is declared.
It unquestionably would have
been simpler to have provided for the regulation and prohibi
tion of the labor of children and to have stopped there.
But your committee became convinced that in asking for this
it might fail utterly.
Senator Shortridge also recalled that two opposing arguments
were presented at the Senate Judiciary Subcommitee hearings.

One side

contended that after eighteen years of age, boys and girls had passed
the period of dependence and were physically and mentally capable of
fending for themselves.

The other side argued that many cases and

classes deserved protection after age eighteen and since the states6
police power permitted protection of minors up to the instant of their
majority, the Child Labor Amendment should include a stated age limit
of twenty-one years.

Senator Shortridge concluded, "Your committee

finally [agreed] to insert the 18-year limitation; because such limita
tion would certainly embrace the vast majority of cases calling for

OfL
protection and remedial legislation.

. .11

However, many people construed the eighteen-year age limit to
be too high.

In November, 1924, Manley 0. Hudson, a prominent jurist

and supporter of the National Child Labor Committee, admitted as much.
In an article in the American Child, he conceded that though the
Amendment had been quite properly drawn, "the age limit might have been
put at sixteen instead of eighteen. .

37

35. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary,
Child Labor Amendment: Report to Accompany S.J= Res. 1, 68th Cong.,
1st Sess., 1924, Rept. No. 406, p. 15,
;

v
36.

Drawn?"

Ibid,, p. 16.

,

37. Manley 0, Hudson, "Is the Child Labor.Amendment
American Child, VI; (November, 1924), 7.

^
Properly
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Proposition 5° The Child Labor Amendment is socialistic,
bolshevistic and communistic»
This argument, or rather these accusations, had vast emotional
appeal, and they were utilized by the more unscrupulous enemies of the
Amendment,

Miss Jane Addams, the great American social worker and

humanitarian, reminisced sadly about an experience she had while cam
paigning for the Child Labor Amendment in 1924.
I recall a talk in the course of [theQ campaign to a group
of professional men, most of them with a college background;
who asked me to state categorically the author of the Child
Labor Amendment and the city in which it was written.
To my
reply that the bill had been drawn by a professor in the
University of Pennsylvania, and that he had probably been in
Philadelphia when he wrote it. . . they asked me whether I
could make an affadavit to those statements, otherwise they
would have to believe what they had been authoritatively told,
that the amendment had been written by Trotsky in Moscow.
There
was no discussion and the arguments for such a constitutional
amendment could not be entered into, because all the time was
taken talking about this preposterous statement which seemed
to them so important. . . .3°
Opponents of the Amendment were quick to point out that the move
ment for its ratification had been enthusiastically endorsed by the
American Socialist and Communist parties.

39

Miss Mary G. Kilbreth,

president of the Woman Patriotic Publishing Company of Washington, D.C.,
and foe of all social welfare legislation, accused both major political
parties of being dupes of the Socialists.

With certainty born of an

obsession, she told an audience'-of Congressmen that after the states
ratified the Amendment, they would no doubt take steps to support the
children as wards of the government, "and," she added, "you will have
made the greatest stride toward communism which you have made since you

38. Jane Addams, The Second Twenty Years at Hull-House, (New
York: Macmillan Co., 1930), p. 159,
39.

Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit., p, 255.
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passed fche maternity
The child labor reform workers were, in fact, embarrassed by
the Communist party’s endorsement, though the Communists represented but
a tiny and unimportant segment of the Amendment’s support.
was somewhat more delicate with regard to Socialist support.
the most prominent
Owen

R.

The situation
Some of

of the Amendment's partisans, Mrs, Florence Kelley,

Lovejoy and Jane Addams amongthem, were

either practicing

Socialists or closely associated with Socialist causes.

And in 1924,

only a few years removed from the ’Red Scare, 8 a period of anti-Bolshe
vik ..revulsion experienced by the whole nation following the First World
War, Socialists were being unjustly vilified as willing fellow-travelers
or dupes of the Communists,

Inevitably some of the stigma attached to

its Socialist supporters was carried over to the Child Labor Amendment
itself.
Was the Child Labor Amendment a Socialist invention?

Congress

man Victor Berger, Socialist from Wisconsin, often observed proudly
that the Socialists were the. first party to advocate the abolition of
child labor.

But even he doubted the wisdom of proposing a new consti

tutional amendment in 1924,
sentatives, he said

Speaking on the floor of the House of Repre
-

So great are the difficulties of such an amendment that in
effect they are insurmountable,
I believe that we could just
as easily rewrite the Constitution as to amend it again, , .
Mr, Berger

did not claim that Socialists wrote the Amendment,

40, U,S,,Congress, House, Committee on
the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong,, 1st Sess,, 1924, p. 172,
41.
LXV, 7271.

U.So, Congressional Record, 68th Cong,, 1st Sess,, 1924,

for of course they did not,

James A. Emery once quoted Victor Berger as

42
saying, "It is a Socialist Amendment and that is why I am for it,"
If the quotation is authentic, and this is not established,^ Mr, Berger
probably meant that the Socialist party could support the Child Labor
Amendment since that party had urged comparable federal legislation since
1904, fully twelve years before the major political parties declared in
favor of federal child labor legislation,^
Senator Thomas J, W i s h ,

Democrat of Montana, answered the charge

that Socialists had fathered the Child Labor Amendment by asking, "Can
no good come but of N a z a r e t h ? - and this tacit admission of indebted
ness, honest though it was, hardly silenced the opposition.

There could

be no satisfying answer to such a thoroughly intolerant argument.

Proposition J3. Child labor is not a problem to be solved by
legislation alone.
This last plea against the Child Labor Amendment had an academic
appeal.

Freely interpreted, it meant that when social conditions were

improved, child labor would tend to disappear by itself.

Dr. Nicholas

Murray Butler, president of Columbia University, - adopted this argument
to help support his stand against the tendency toward increasing

42.,
James A. Emery, "An Examination of the Proposed Twentieth
Amendment. » ." (New York: N.A.M., 1924).
Berger6s statement is quoted
by Sen, W i s h in the Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess^, 1924,
LXV, 1441.
43. Congressman Berger did say, "This is a Socialist measure
for which we have fought for thirty years," - New York Times, April 27
1924, p. 1.
,
.
,
.
44;

Wish,

45.

Ibid.;

bp. b i t ., P. 1441.

see also Fuller, bp. cit., p. 236
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centralization in government„

,

Child labor, ,, , is almost everywhere disappearing; it will
wholly disappear if constant appeal be made to local opinion
and local sentiment where child labor still exists as a result
either of greed or of indifference.
There is no possible ex
cuse for the ratification of this amendment, , „when that which
it aims to accomplish can be done far more effectively and far
more,quickly by other and truly American methods,^6
Dr, Butler assumed, of course, that given time, education and pub

lic opinion would create a social climate which would stifle child labor.
Dr, Henry S, Pritchett, president of the Carnegie Foundation for the A d 
vancement of Teaching, also advanced the same proposition when he wrote
The matter [i.e,, the child labor problem] is rapidly being
solved by the wholesome process of the education of public
. opinion in the various communities.
There is no crying need
for the central Government to take the question out of the hands
of the States and settle it by regulation from Washington,47
Child labor reformers found this argument easy to refute.

Their

figures showed a steady increase in child labor since the Supreme Court's
ruling against the second federal child labor law in 1922,

48

Also, none

of the states whose child labor laws had fallen below the standards of*
the second federal law had acted to bring their own laws up to the
standards of the two former federal laws,,*®

Former Navy Secretary

Josephus Daniels6 personal journal, the Raleigh,. North Carolina News
and Observer, summed up the reformers8 view in one terse commentt

46,

New York Times, December -7, 1924, p, 19,

47.
"The Child Labor Amendment to the Federal Constitution
Opposed," (New Yorkt State Chamber of Commerce, 1925), p. 26.i 5 %
48,.
Labor Amendment. ,

49.

U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Child68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924, Rept. 395, pp. 7-8.

Ibid., p. 16.
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"Conservation of human life is a national problem and the nation is
the only unit comprehensive enough to cope adequately with the child
labor evil.
Each of the propositions discussed above was utilized to some
extent by the forces opposing ratification of the Child Labor Amend
ment in 1924 and 1925.

In Chapter IV, several of these arguments will

be examined in connection with their apparent effect on different seg
ments of the general population.
Summary
A case for the anti-Child Labor Amendment forces rested on the
truth of six propositions.

Four of these proved to be strong and com

pelling arguments because they gained a wide measure of acceptance
among the general public.
Enemies of the Amendment convinced many people that: the number
of child laborers was relatively small and the problem itself was really
not important; regulation of child labor ought not to be assumed by
the federal government; another amendment to the Constitution would be
undesirable, especially since the Prohibition Amendment was proving to
be a failure; and the Child Labor Amendment was Communist-inspired,
since many of its most important supporters were radicals and social
agitators.

50.
"To Save the Child from Slavery," Literary Digest, LXXXI
(June 14, 1924), 15.

CHAPTER V

'

CAMPAIGNS FOR RATIFICATION

If"the child labor" reformers expected much aid from the two
great political parties of the nation, they were quite soon disap
pointed.

■

v
A month before the Democratic National Convention met in late
June, 1924, the Womens’ Democratic Union of New York City drew up a
platform plank committing the national party to wholehearted support
for the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment«

However, when

the convention met, the resolutions committee rejected this plank.
Most of the Southern members of the”committee voted against its inclu
sion in the party's platform.^

The labor plank they finally adopted

mentioned the Child Labor Amendment but fell short of urging its adop■,

tion.

.

3

.

.V

■i

-

--

■ ■

• ■ ■■

v

'•

■-

On Labor Day, Democratic presidential candidate John W. Davis
repudiated the 1924 Democratic Platform labor plank.

In effect, Davis

wrote his own labor plank when he announced that he favored voluntary

1. New York Times,

June 11, 1924, p„ 10.

2.

1924, p. 2.

Ibid., June 28,

3. Ibid.. June 29,
1924, p. 4; the Platform announced that,
"Without the votes of Democratic members of the Congress the Child
Labor amendment would not have been submitted for ratification.“
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bargaining between labor and management on wages and hours questions
and he urged prompt ratification of the Child Labor Amendment.^
The Republican party’s platform supposedly reflected the views
of the party’s candidate, President Calvin Coolidge.

It did not endorse

the Child Labor Amendment either,^ but Republican adherents of the Amend
ment assumed that the President would somehow act to lend his influence
to strengthen the various state movements to ratify the Amendment6

Rep

resentative Israel Foster, Republican of Ohio, and leader of the Amend
ment 1s champions in the House of Representatives, had fulsome praise
for.Mr, Goplidge’s support in the fight to push the Amendment through
Congress.

......

. Hhen £the Amendment's] death was threatened it was he who
secured prompt action; without his support the amendment could
never have been submitted for ratification. He not only recom
mended it in his message to Congress but he on several other
occasions urged tlie importance of its p a s s a g e . &
But President C°olidge made only one other public statement
in support of the Amendment, and then, he lapsed into characteristic
silence.^
Professor Henry Van Dyke of Princeton University, among others,
freely interpreted the President’s reticence as unspoken disapproval of

4,

Ibid., September 2, 1924, p. 1.

5, Ibid., June 12, 1924, p. 4; the Republican platform did
"urge the prompt consideration of the amendment by the . . . various
states." r consideration, but not ratification.
6 . U.S., Congressional Record, 68th Gong., 1st Sess., 1924, LXV
11336-7*, Mr. Goolidge urged adoption of a child labor amendment in his
(first) .Message to. Congress.- See. New York Times, December, 7, 1923, p. 4
7. Hew York Times, August 15, 1924, p. 1. The President en
dorsed the Amendment in his speech accepting the Republican nomination.

8
the Amendmente

Apparently M r 0 Coolidge was nettled when he heard of

this view, for in late 1924 the Washington Herald reported that
o e « to recent White House visitors [president Goolidge] has
indicated very plainly that he resents the frequent misrepre
sentations of his views on the child labor amendment. .. ; He
declares he stands firmly for the amendment as stated by him
in' his -'speech-of-acceptance. 9 •
And just before election day, the State Department felt obliged to
counter rumors that the President had not signed the Congressional
resolution proposing the Amendment because he did not approve of it,,,
A statement was issued explaining that according to custom the Presi
dent does not sign resolutions proposing constitutional amendments
In January, 1925 President Goolidge rejected a final opportunity
to assert leadership on behalf of the Child tabor Amendment campaigns
of ratification®

A White House statement denied a rumor that the

President might call a conference’ of state governors to discuss confir-

11
mation of the proposed amendment®
One presidential candidate in the contest of 1924 campaigned
actively for adoption of the Child Labor Amendmente

The Conference for

r
Progressive Political Action, representing some of the more liberal
elements in the nation, sponsored the nomination of Senator Robert M®
LaFollette, Republican of Wisconsin, for President in 1924,

The

(LaFollette) Progressive party's platform heartily endorsed ratification

8,

Washington Evening Post, January 15, 1925, p, 10,

9, Quoted in "The Child Labor Amendment," National Education
Association Journal, XIV (April, 1925), 127,
„
10,

New York Times, November 4, 1924, p. 5.

11,

Tbidi, January-7, 1925, p, 3,
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12

of the Ghi1d Labor Amendment6

On September 13, Senator Burton K*

Wheeler, Democrat of Montana and Progressive nominee for Vice President,
told a Philadelphia audience that he and LaFollette stood for
the direct amendment of the Constitution to abolish child
labors a » and for a limitation- of the powers of Federal
courts to declare laws unconstitutional, ^
Departing from his prepared text, Senator Wheeler accused the Democratic
fxarty of abandoning the Child Labor Amendment,

That was one of the rea

sons, he said, "why so many.Democrats like myself, have turned to the
progressive movement as offering hope of restored human liberty in
America*

, •
The Progressive platform was a direct carryover from prewar days,

and Senator LaFollette had no chance whatever of attaining the. presi
dency in the prosperous and relaxed atmosphere of 1924,

With his defeat

died the only concerted political force favoring immediate ratification
of the Child Labor Amendment,

15

While the major parties refused to allow the ChiId Labor Amend
ment to become a political issue in the 1924 election campaign, one
farm organization after another declared its opposition to the proposal.
In the House Judiciary Subcommittee hearings, the hostile testimony of a
spokesman for the American Farm Bureau Federation marked the first in,stance, a farmers6 association opposed federal child labor legislation,

12.

Ibid,, July 6 , 1924, p. 1,

13.

Ibid., September 14, 1924, p. 2.

14.

Ibid,

15.

Dulles, op.cito, p. 301.

16

16. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess,, 1924, pp. 78,
252-254.

FIGURE 1.

Editorial Cartoons on the Child Labor Amendment, 1924.3
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;
No other farmer group was represented at these hearings, but at that
time the sentiment of the National Grange was apparently favorable to
ward the Amendment, though that group took no formal stand on the ques
tion until the measure was before the states for ratification.
Dr, W, Ho Walker, representing the American Farm Bureau Federa
tion told the congressmen gathered for the House Judiciary Subcommittee
hearings that farmers distrusted the intent of those supporting adoption
of the Child Labor Amendment,
Agriculture is a bit apprehensive of a national law in the
form of a constitutional amendment. The field of work among
the 3 per cent of [these children] engaged in industrial occupa
tions might not satisfy the zeal of some of these [reformers] and
it might be we would constantly be placed in a position of pro
tecting agriculture in various parts of the United States from
the very zealous enforcement of the protecting laws, in pro
tecting the workers in agriculture,1°
By early summer, 1924, representatives of the National Associa
tion of Manufacturers and the Southern textile mill owners were actively
wooing Midwestern farm organizations to the cause of the opposition.

19

An article published in the Review of Reviews directed attention to the
unexpected hostility rising against the Amendment in rural areas:
The proposed amendment has given rise to a new and unex
pected opposition, namely, that of the farmers. The present
political power of the agricultural population has been
capitalized.
Rural organizations and editors of farm journals
have attacked the amendment with alarming vigor.
This newer
opposition was not sufficiently powerful to defeat the amend
ment in Congress, but it is entirely probable that its strength

17. The National Grange declared its opposition to the Amendment
in August, 1924,
In November, the National Convention passed a resolu
tion opposing the measure.
See Johnson, op, cit., p, 444 and New York
Times, November 22, 1924, p, 20,
18. U,S«, Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings on
Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess,, 1924, p. 78.
19.

Cf. pp. 41-42,446 ante.
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is being reserved for purposes of defeating ratification.^
The author of the article added that the current agricultural depres
sion was being exploited to arouse hostility against the Child Labor

21
«ni©Tidni©Tit o

Many farm journals carried effective cartoons against the Child
Labor Amendment,

A typical cartoon depicted a hard-faced woman police

officer invading an American home to drag off a boy by the ear from
the chore of helping mother with the dishes, while a terrified father
and mother look on.

22

The resentment kindled by such cartoons often

overcame the mild pity most people felt on seeing photographs of small
children laboring in cotton m i l l s . ^
Some farm journals inspired their readers to discuss the Amend
ment unfavorably.

One of these, the Orange Judd Illinois Farmer.

touched off a campaign which drew many letters from readers who reported
their communities “all stirred up" about the Amendment as a result of
neighborhood conversation.

24

Belatedly, Senator Arthur Capper,.Republican of Kansas, tried
to offset some of the opposition progaganda by pointing out to the
farmers that they had an interest- in abolishing, child labor in manu
facturing industry.

In so doing, he chose to ignore some abuses of

20. C. E. Lindeman, "Child Labor Amendment and the Farmers,"
Review of Reviews, LXX (July, 1924), 63-64.
21.

Ibid., p. 64c.

22. American Farm Bureau Federation Weekly News Letter, IV
(October 9, 1924), 41.
23.

Hbldtt, op. cit., pp. 111-112.

24.

Ibid., p. 106.
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child labor in agriculture,.

Said Senator Capper,

Child labor becomes the farmer’s problem not with reference
to the work of his own children on his own farm, but with ref
erence to their work in the factory. Shall farm children work
in factories without proper regulation?
Shall the experience of
industrial states and the resulting industrial laws be extended
to the agricultural areas? Or shall the farm children be left
at the mercy of newly arrived manufacturing i n t e r e s t s 25
The refprmer-editors of. the American Child watched with undis
guised discomfort the growing stream of articles and editorials in
farm journals attacking the Amendment,

By fall, 1924, only a few

journals, the Cornell Countryman,.Ohio Farmer and Kansas Farmer among
them,; held out in favor of ratifying the. Amendment,

26

Replying to one

editorial which had cast suspicion on the intentions of the child labor
reformers, the American Child disclaimed knowledge of any national or
ganization which intended to lobby for a law forbidding children to
work in agricultural pursuits,

“If such laws are ever passed," the

journal commented# “they are far more likely to come from the individual
•27
states than, from Congress,Bt
The potency of the farmer opposition was nowhere better repre
sented than in the campaign to gain approval for the Child Labor Amend
ment in New York State,
Both the Democratic and Republican parties in New York promised
to support ratification of the Child Labor Amendment in the 1924

25,
"Child Labor Problem of the Farmer," National Education
Association Journal, XIV (February, 1925), 51,
26,

Hulett, op, citi, p, 108, '

27,

"The Anvil Chorus," American Child, VI (March, 1924), 3,
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political campaign.

28

Democratic Governor Alfred E, Smith personally

declared himself in favor of asking the Legislature to ratify the pro29
....
......
.
posal.
But after election day the Governor began to hedge on his
promise, arid as a showdown approached in the Legislature, he cautiously
advised that body to submit the ratification question to the people by
30
referendum.

- '
'• ■ '
' '
! :
About the same time the New York Times revealed that

Scores of letters from residents of rural sections, par
ticularly farmers, have been received by Republican Assembly
men in the last few days urging that the Legislature refuse to
ratify the proposed amendment, , , ,
The statement is made here in Albany that while the child
labor amendment was endorsed by the Republican and Democratic
platforms, the leaders of both parties in their hearts are
hoping it will be defeated, this being one of the reasons why
they agreed so readily that the proposed amendment should be
submitted to the voters before the Legislature took a c tion.^
32
In the end the New York Legislature took no action whatever.
Farmer resistance proved to be a decisive factor in the successful •
forestallment of all efforts to bring the Amendment to a vote in the
legislature.

In the Midwest, opposition from the agricultural organi

zations and the farmers was also a major contributing factor in the
defeat of the forces for ratification.
‘

-

Of even greater significance in most of the industrial states

•

of thd Northeast was the hostility of the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic
Church to the Child Labor Amendment.

28.

Bromley, op. cit., p. 567.

29.

New York Times, October 19,

1924, II, p. 1.

30.

Ibid., January 28, 1925, p.

2.

31.

Ibid., January 22, 1925, p.

21.

32.

Ibid., March 12, 1925, p. 2.
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Divergence of opinion" among Catholic authorities about the best
method of regulating child labor can be traced to the Hammer v* Dagenhart Decision of 1918*

33

The United States Supreme Court rs nullifi

cation of the first federai child labor law favored federal legislation
to regulate child labor while others opposed ito

In 1918, the Bishops8

National Catholic War Council had invited federal legislation in their
‘t\

^

34

program,

and it was reasonably assumed that they would support an

amendment to-the Constitution granting this power to Congress*

Father

John Ryan, a member of the National Catholic Welfare Council, was among
35
the first Catholics to recommend such an amendment«
In 1923, the National Council of Catholic Women declared their
organization in favor of a constitutional amendment to empower Congress

.....

.

'

■

'

to enact legislation to regulate child labor.

36
And when Congressional

hearings were held on a joint resolution to present to the states, three
Catholics spoke in favor of a child labor amendment while none appeared
to oppose it.

37

Some other Catholics shunned further federal legislation against
child labor.

While all Catholics refuted child labor in principle, a

conflict arose over federal versus state regulations.

33.
34.

McQuade, op. cit., p. 65;
Ibid., p.

Probably the

Cf. pp, 13-15 ante.

7o

35a Ibid. After 1919, the Bishop6g National Catholic War
Council became known as the National Catholic Welfare Council.
36.

Ibid., p.

72.

37,

Ibid,, p.

73.
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first real opposition to an amendment appeared in the Catholic weekly,
A m e r i c a s F e d e r a l aid to education was a very lively political issue
in 1922, and the Roman Catholic Church was suspicious then, as now,
that the federal government might attempt to exercise a measure of con
trol over the curricula and organization of parochial schools if a
federal statute specifying compulsory attendance in secondary schools
i
*'
39
to a specified age were passed.

Just after the Child Labor Amendment was approved by Congress,
America characterized it as unnecessary and dishonest: unnecessary “be
cause it deals with a problem which the States are perfectly capable
of solving; dishonest, since it professes to leave undiminished in
the States a power which it transfers in its entirety to Congress,
For a time in the summer of 1924, Catholic advocates for the
Child Labor Amendment were able to utilize the news releases of the
Social Action Department of the National Catholic Welfare Conference to
seek favorable reception and action on the A m e n d m e n t H o w e v e r ,

38,

several

America, XXVII (June 3, 1922), 7,

39, The Smith-Towner Education Bill, introduced in Congress in
1918 by Senator Hoke Smith, Democrat of Georgia, and Representative Horace
M. Towner, Republican of Iowa, would have created a federal Department
of Education and provided an annual appropriation of $100,000,000 for
apportionment among the states for educational purposes.
Generally backed
by educators and various national organizations, it and its successor,
the Sterling-Towner Bill, introduced in the Senate by Senator Thomas
Sterling, Democrat of South Dakota, died after “much agitation" by
Catholic groups and other associations opposed to further centraliza
tion in government.
The controversy oyer the Smith-Towner Bill had
hardly receded when the Child Labor Amendment appeared on the scene.
See William A, Cook, Federal and State School Administration, (New York:
Thomas Y, Crowell Co., 1927), p. 94.
40,

America, XXXI (June 14, 1924), 9,

41,

McQuade, op. cit., p. 81
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Catholic groups were preparing to unite against the measure at this
very time*
The Catholic Central Verein of America, an organization inter
ested in social questions for many years, became the first Catholic
42
group to declare against the Amendment*

Believing the proposal to be

an ^unwarranted curtailment of parental authority, <> * and the excessive
centralization of additional power in the federal government,M the Cen43
tral Verein called for more effective state laws.
The argument devel)
oped by the Verein was soon adopted by other Catholic groups opposed to
/,/i

the Amendment,

,

Other premises were also appropriated, and the bugaboo of fed
eral influence in education was particularly stressed.

America warned

that
Out of the Federalized clinic, along a Federalized road
comes the Federalized child to the Federalized school. . . .
If we do not awake to the danger at our doors, we shall have
a
Sovietized United States within another generation.
„
Although

a few Catholic periodicals,

ties Review, the

Catholic World and Catholic

notably
Action,

the CatholicChari
published some

articles in favor of the proposed amendment, the majority of Catholic
periodicals and newspapers opposed it.
' . - v ,

America, Sign, Commonwealth,
..

—

.

'

■

-

Ave Maria, Columbia, Catholic Educational Review, Central Blatt &
..
'
■
_
4
Social Justice and Fortnightly Review all editorially opposed the measure.
..._______________
■ 42.

f

Ibid., p. 82.

4 3 1 Ibid. Quotation from a resolution adopted by the Catholic
Central Verein in late August, 1924.
44.

Ibid.

45.

America, XXXI (September 6 , 1924), 21.

46.

McQuade, op. cit., p. 185.

By fall, 1924, a number of Catholic prelates in the United States
had spoken out against the Child Labor Amendment, and others were be
lieved to be displeased with it.

Only Archbishop Austin Dowling of St.

Paul, Minnesota, insisted that the Amendment should be examined on its
■ ■
"
'"
’
....
■
<
'v
' 47
own merit or lack of merit, and that it was not a religious question.
However, the greatest repercussions to the Catholic hierarchy's
opposition to the Child Labor Amendment grew from an act of direct inter
vention by the cardinal archbishop of Boston during the ratification
campaign in Massachusetts.
In June, 1924, when the Massachusetts General Court first con
sidered the Child Labor Amendment, it appeared as though the Bay State
might well become the first commonwealth to ratify the measure.

How

ever, lobbyists for the textile manufacturing interests were already at
V
,
.
- %
work, and the legislators decided that in keeping with a recently estab
lished policy, they would submit the question of approving the proposed
constitutional amendment to the people by referendum on the November
48

The manufacturer-opponents of the Child Labor Amendment quickly
realized that a victory for their ,side could prove disastrous to the
various state ratification campaigns.

Massachusetts, a state renowned

for its textile industry, had some of the most advanced child labor
statutes in the nation.

47.

AQ

If the people of Massachusetts could be

Ibid., p. 99.

48. W'. A. Robinson, “Advisory Referendum in Massachusetts on the
Child Labor Amendment," American Political Science Review, XIX (February,
1925), 69. See also New York Times, December 29, 1925, p. 15.
49 .

Robinson, .op* cit. ^ p. :70.
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persuaded to vote against the Child Labor Amendment, they reasoned,
the nation might be shown that a disinterested populace had rejected
the measure for reasons other than that of self-interest.
About six weeks before the referendum was to be decided, the
forces of opposition, headed by the Associated Industries of Massachu
setts, a state affiliate of the National Association of Manufacturers,
and the Sentinels of the Republic,
win over public sentiment.

launched an intensive program to

The manufacturer associations and the

Sentinels sponsored a “Citizens5 Committee to Protect Our Homes and
Children," and this body took over the reins of the opposition cam
paign.

All communications media:

the radio, advertising columns in

the newspapers, public platforms, and thousands of handbills were
utilized to persuade the voters that the Child Labor Amendment was a
dangerous piece of radical legislation.
Caught off guard, the National Child Labor Committee and the
Massachusetts Federation of Labor found themselves unable to answer
effectively the charges leveled against the Amendment and its ^partisans.
Hastily organized 8caravans6 of speakers were sent off to tour Massa
chusetts, and some reform workers tried to answer angry editorials by
purchasing advertisements in the newspapers.

One advocate who parti

cipated in a caravan of speakers, the director of Public Information
of the National Child Labor Committee, complained that to get editorial
replies into most newspapers, rebuttals had to be reframed as a series

50.

New York Times, November 17, 1924, p. 8 .

51. Bfomlev. on. clt.. p. 567; Edward D. Macy, "Opposition
Tactics Against the Child Labor Amendment," American Labor Legislative
Review, XV, (June, 1925) ,112-1,14,.

J
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of questions and answers before the newspapers would accept them,
could not get paid ads into certain controlled papers, ** he said,
cj2

1

f^?e
"The

*

space was presumably taken,61
Hubert C, Herring, another traveling speaker for the National
Child Labor Committee, recalled how difficult it had been to answer
misrepresentations broadcast by the opposition groups:

^

I spoke some dozens of times about the amendment, and I
gave testimony o f .jfchat which. I have seen and heard,
I spoke
at mill gates, and in village greens; in churches and in
halls. ,
■
.
. . . ."What will I do with my boy if the government stops
him from working until he is eighteen?" an anxious mother asks.
I seek to reassure her. This is not a.law, it is an enabling
^1C t o > e"

o

o

.'

.

11

*.

..

,

"What will, I do with my daughter who refuses to wash the
dishes, because she is protected by the United States Government?"
This from a stern-faced woman in the back seat.
Spank her...
"But we c a n ’t trust Congress^ 18 . Over and over again it
came.in monotonous refrain. . . . . This sounds suspiciously
like bolshevism to me, the bolshevism which can turn and over
turn.^3
The Committee to Protect Our Homes and Children spent $15,522
in its campaign to defeat the Child Labor Amendment in Massachusetts,
while the groups crusading for the measure found less than $2,000 to
spend in its defense.

54

'

'

At the height of the Massachusetts campaign the spiritual
leader of the Roman Catholic Church in that commonwealth sided with
the foes of the Child Labor Amendment.

52.

Early in October, Pilot, the

Macy, op. cit., p. 112.

53.
"The Shame of Massachusetts,H Christian Century, XLI
(December 11, .1924) , 1594.
54, .New York Times, November 17, 1924, p. 8 ; American Child
VII (January, 1925), 5.
'
........
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official journal of the archdiocese of Boston, carried a circular let
ter, dated: October 1, 1924, which was read three successive Sundays
from every Catholic pulpit in Massachusetts,
dinal O ’Connell,

•

Wrote William Henry, Car

j

_

. , ,I Would recommend that you bring to the attention of
your parishioners at all the Masses on Sunday, October 5th, the
dangers-hidden in the proposed Child Labor Amendment and the
necessity of their registering during the week and of their
voting on election day to protect the interests of their children.
Attempts by the child labor control workers to counter the
cardinal’s dictum were futile,

100,000 copies of the journal Labor,

contraining an article by Father John Ryan endorsing the Amendment
were distributed throughout the state just before election day, but
this move only brought bitter criticism down on Father R yan’s head.
The Pilot of Boston and the Catholic Mirror of Springfield carried out
vigorous forays against the Amendment,

and so great was the pressure

from all quarters that the Christian Science Monitor of Boston, which
had steadfastly supported ratification, "went into the ’cyclone cellar”
58
a few days before the election.^’
..

.

_

, •.* .’-"

By election day, the outcome of the Massachusetts referendum
campaign was a. foregone conclusion, but even the enemies of the Child
Labor Amendment were surprised by the decisiveness of its defeat.
(

rejected by a vote of

59
696,119 to 270,221.,

55.

McQuade, op. cit,,p.

97.

56.

Ibid.

57.

Ibid.

58.

Macy, op. cit., p. 112.

59.

Bromley, op. cit.,p.

proposal was

,

567.

C

The total

The
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vote cast on the Amendment referendum was greater than that cast on
any of the other referendum questions on the b a llot,^
Wiley Swift, director of the Department of Legislation and In
vestigation.of the National Child Labor Committee, conducted one of
several post-mortems on the Amendment8s defeat in Massachusetts,

He

attributed its failure to overconfidence on the part of the reformers
and to, their failure to mobilize necessary campaigners and funds when
the crisis situation became apparent.
The Nation was less charitable toward the interference of the
Roman Catholic Church.

"In large measure," its editors wrote, “Car

dinal O 8Connell is responsible for the outcome of the Massachusetts
referendum.,n^

The National Education Association Journal Also re

proached the cardinal for his influence on the '^masses of ignorant and
foreign born citizens driven to the polls by an appeal to ignorance
and prejudice.M

.

The Massachusetts referendum campaign was the turning point
for many of the other states8 ratification campaigns.
Arkansas8 legislature had been the first to act on the Child
Labor Amendment, and the reformers were encouraged when the bill for

60.

New York Times, November 10, 1924, p. 2.

^
61.
"Massachusetts Referendum Vote Disapproved Amendment,86
American Child, VI (December, 1924), 1.
62.
1925), 59.

"Catholics and Child Labor," The Nation, CXX (January 21,

63,
"An Appeal to Ignorance and Prejudice," NBA Journal, XIV
(January, 1925), 23.
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ratification passed both*houses of the assembly in late June, 1924.
The vote was close though: the proposal was carried in the Senate by
just two v o t e s ^ and in the House by five v o t e s . ^
The second state legislature-to consider a ratification bill
was that of Georgia.

Just one speech was delivered against the Amend

ment, ^ 'but former United States Senator Hoke ..Smith worked behind the
scenes to rally opposition against the m e a s u r e . ^ . In the Georgia House
of Representatives the Amendment bill was crushed by a vote of 170 to 3,
while the state Senate disposed of it by,a.vote of 34 to 0.

69

70

"Georgia Clears the Issue,n declared the American Child,

and

the New York Times commented that "cotton mills are few in Arkansas
while in Georgia they are, many.. . .

71

The months of August, September and October saw the great na
tional farm organizations join the opposition, while such other diverse
associations as the United Textile Workers and the American Legion
urged their members to work harder for ratification of the Amendment.

v
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New York Times, June 29,
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“The Forces Begin to Line Up,“ American Child, VI (Sep
tember^ 1924), 3.
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Only one housetof the North;Carolina Legislature, and one house of the
Louisiana Legislature considered the Amendment during this period, but
in each case the result was the same; the Amendment was rejected.

73

Then came the unhappy news of the Amendment6s.defeat; in the
Massachusetts referendum contest.
received another shockt

And in early December, the reformers

the Mew York World, an influential ally in an

important state, defected .to the. camp of the opposition because, its
editors had come to believe that the Child Labor Amendment would contribute,towaacLthe overcentralization of governmental authority.

74

Thirty-eight.-state legislatures which had not previously con
sidered approving the Child Labor Amendment were scheduled to convene
75

in January,. 1925.

In a last frenzy of effort the American Federation

of Labor, the National League of Women Voters and, the National Educa
tion Association began final drives in most of the states whose legis
latures had not already acted on the Amendment.
■:

The first news was encouraging to the reformers.

On January 8 ,

1925, both the Senate and Assembly of California adopted a resolution
ratifying the Amendment by large majorities.

California became the

second state to confirm the measure.

73.

New York

Times, January 28, 1925, p.1.

74.

New York World, December 8 , 1924, p.

75.

New York Times, November 17, 19)24, p. 8 .
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Ibid., January 9, 1925, p. 1.
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Then discouraging news began to arrive.

In Ohio, Michigan,

South Dakota and Kansas the legislators discussed possible referendums
on the ratification question, and the governors,of- the last two states
recommended submission of the measure to the voters*

73

Opposition

campaigns were making notable headway in Illinois, Michigan and Texas.

79

On January 14, the South Carolina Legislature rejected the
Child Labor Amendment with only one dissenting vote in the House,

80

In a letter to the editors of Survey, Elizabeth H, Tilton, a resident
of 'Summerville, South. Carolina, tried to explain why the Amendment was
opposed by so many Southern legislators.
The fact is that the poverty of the poorer whites here
had been dire. The mills coming in gave them a chance. . »
to earn money and attain some sort of a standard of living.
The money of the child... seems better than no money. . . .
Another factor is .that there is not the foreign immi
gration here and capital is not able to see who will man the
mills if all home hands are not usedi
The child labor reform workers argued futilely that referendums
o n proposed constitutional amendments had no basis in constitutional law
and that legislators elected on party platforms which endorsed the Child
Labor Amendment had no right to dodge the issue.

78.

Ibid., January 15, 1925, p. 1.
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Ibid. :
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Survey, LIII (March 15, 1925), 777-778.

82.

"Real Facts About the Child Labor Amendment," Ohio Christian

See also American Child, VII (February, 1925), 1.

News, III (January 9,,1925), 3.
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But many state legislatures did not dodge the issue, and by
the end of February,
was assured.

1925, the rejection of the Child Labor Amendment,

By that date only four states had ratified i t , w h i l e

twelve had rejected it by vote of both houses of their legislatures.^
Not until June did the National Child Labor Committee concede
defeat.

In an article entitled, "It's Up to the States,M General Sec

retary Owen R. Lovejoy voiced the feelings of his fellow reform workers
in challenging the state legislatures to end the abomination of child
labor.:
Now is the opportunity to test the sufficiency of state
legislation and state administration. . . . The refusal of
the states to confer this power on the federal govermaeehti
[ought to m ean3 their pledge to end the evil without delay.
So the first attempt by reform elements to have the states rati
fy the Child Labor Amendment ended in complete failure.

To all appear

ances, the Child Labor Amendment was a dead issue.
SUMMARY

•

Neither the Republican nor the Democratic party firmly recom
mended the Child Labor Amendment to the state legislatures in 1924.

National farm organizations, including the Farm Bureau FederaJ

tion and the National Grange, joined the groups opposing ratifica
tion of the Amendment in the summer of 1924.

Many farmers became con

vinced that the Amendment would allow federal regulation of the labor

83. Arkansas, Arizona, California and Wisconsin.
See "Status
of Amendment Action by States," American Child.,VII. (March> 1925), 8 .
84. >Ibid; Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and
Vermont.
J
85.

American Child, VII (June, 1925), 1

z
I
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of their own children on their own farms.

In New York State, farmer

opposition was instrumental in causing the state legislature to defer
action on the Child Labor Amendment.
'

-

■

.

Roman Catholic opposition also grew to significant proportions
in the summer of 1924.

Most Catholic periodicals and newspapers op

posed the Child Labor Amendment because their editors feared the fed
eral government would exercise greater control over parochial schools
if the measure were approved.

No Catholic bishop spoke out in favor of

the Amendment but many openly opposed it.
In early November, 1924, the turning point in the campaigns
for ratification was reached when the voters of Massachusetts rejected
an advisory referendum on the Child Labor Amendment by an overwhelming
majority.

The Associated Industries of Massachusetts and the Sentinels

of the Republic directed a well financed and carefully planned cam
paign against the Amendment, and the Roman Catholic archbishop of
Boston aided them with overt support.
By the end of February, 1925, the Child Labor Amendment’s de
feat was certain.

Only four states had approved the measure, while

twenty-two had rejected it by vote of one or both houses of their state
legislatures.

r

n

CHAPTER VI

EPILOGUE: 1933-1938

.

Instead of “ending the evil without delay,n the state legis

latures made little progress in establishing new and improved child
labor statutes in the months following the eclipse of the Child Labor
Amendment,

North Carolina’s state assembly proved the exception,.

The

same body which overwhelmingly rejected the Child Labor Amendment
"passed a law which.removed the exceptions clause allowing boys under
fourteen'to work in textile mills, canneries and workshops during vaca
tions,"^

Another provision of the North Carolina regulation prevented

the employment of children in occupations, considered dangerous or
morally injurious.

2

v
Almost alone, the National Child Labor Committee continued its
efforts to persuade the states to approve the Child Labor Amendment,
but from 1926 through 1931 only two more states^ joined the original
four which had assented in 1924 and 1925.

In 1929 the Committee

1. Elizabeth H. Davidson, “Child Labor Reform in North Carolina
Since 1903,M North Carolina Historical Review, XIV (1937), 133.
2.

Ibid.

3. Montana ratified the. Amendment in 1927, and Colorado fol
lowed in 1931.
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abandoned its campaign altogether in order to focus its energy on
raising standards of regulation state by state,, ^
Forty-four state legislatures met in 1929, and while some 123
child labor bills were introduced in the various states, only a few
gains, mainly in educational requirements, were accomplished.^

"Pub

lic opinion was cleanly opposed to lowering existing standards and

6

moved forward slowly but steadily to more advanced standards. . .”

. : While the child labor reform workers continued to press for
attainable goals, the White House Conference on Child Health and Pro
tection, which convened in 193.0, helped to raise the public's concep
tion of what standards should be adopted for the protection of Ameri
can. children.

The Conference Committee on Vocational.Guidance.and

Child labor recommended that: (1) no child under sixteen be permitted
to leave sqhopl for work; (2) school attendance, should be required for
children up to ,sixteen years of age; (3). higher, age minima should be
.required ;fpr occupations physically or morally hazardous; (4) no minor
under eighteen should work more than eight hours, a, day, or forty-four .
hours a week,, or at night; and (5) all minors under eighteen.should be
required to obtain both an employment certificate and a certificate of

{physical fitness .before going to work.

7

, In addition, the Committee

4.
National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
.Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), pp. 20, 23.
S..

Ibid., p. 23.

b.® JjAn^jd.,.

>

,

.

.

„

7.
Ella A. Merritt, "Review of the White House Conference
Report on Child Labor,M Monthly Labor Review, XXXIV (June, 1932), 1282.
(

-

suggested that interstate child labor problems "would he enormously

8

•

facilitated by a national minimum standard;"

The beginning of the economic depression in 1930 found the em
ployment of children-still a serious problem.

Census figures for

eighteen selected states and the District of Columbia indicated that
one child in twelve between the ages of ten and fifteen was employed,
while one in seven between the ages of fourteen and fifteen was labor
ing,

One in three between the ages of sixteen and seventeen was found

to be working in the states canvassed.

9

As the depression grew more severe, many children lost their
positions, but others were employed to undercut adult wages.

Appar

ently this situation served to convince many people that children
should remain in school, and thus a favorable climate of opinion was
created for advances in child- labor legislation."*"®

Some states re

sponded to the economic crisis in a manner which took the reform work
ers completely by surprise:

state lawmaking bodies began to look with

favor on the dormant Child Labor Amendment,6

In the regular legislative
r

11

sessions of 1933, nine states unexpectedly ratified the Amendment.
In December, 1933, the half-way mark toward adoption was passed when

8.

Ibid.

9. U.S., Bureau of the Census, Abstract of the Fifteenth Cen
sus of the United States: 1930, pp. 538-541.
10. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 27.
11.
Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, North Dakota and Ohio.
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five more states

1

9

approved the measure in special sessions.

13

It be

gan to appear distinctly possible that adoption of the Child Labor
Amendment might be securedo

,

.

>

However, the Congress of the United States provided a new op
portunity to regulate the employment of children with its passage of
the National Industrial Recovery Act in early 1933.

The National Re

covery Administration established under this act, functioned to help
representatives of government, employers and employees to draw up
codes which were intended to eliminate unfair competitive practices,
establish minimum wages and maximum hours, create additional jobs for
the unemployed, insure labor the right of collective bargaining and,
finally to abolish child labor and sweatshops.

But despite good inten

tions, when the first code; that for the cotton textile industry, was
drafted in the summer of 1933, it was found to contain no minimum age
provision, and the National Child Labor Committee went into action.
Within twenty-four hours after publication of the code, the National
Child Labor Committee

^

*

' '

sent a vigorous protest, getting other organizations and in
dividuals to do likewise.
The Committee urged the adoption
of at least a 16 year minimum in industries.where unemployment was acute or which were dangerous for younger workers.
Basic child labor provisions for all codes were submitted to
the NRA by the National Child Labor Committee, working in
close cooperation with the Children’s Bureau, and concrete
suggestions on individual codes were made by the Committee. . .
at hearings on codes for the major child-employing, industries.

12. ,Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Washington and West
Virginia.
13. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 27.
14.

Ibid.
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Of the five hundred codes subsequently adopted, all but thir
teen prohibited employment unddr sixteen years, and over four hundred
h&d a higher hge limit, usually eighteen, for hazardous occupations.^
Significantly,' the American Newspaper P u b l i s h e rsAssociation failed
to support even the lowest minimum state and local standards for age
and hours of work in newspaper selling and delivery.^ ‘
*

Adoption of the NRA Codes reversed the trend of the employment

of children which would have normally increased with improved business
conditions, and in 1934 there was a material reduction in the number of
children under sixteen years of age employed in industry.

17

Notwithstanding the important advances made under the federal
legislation, the child labor reform workers realized that the NBA
Codes were only temporary measures; and the National Child Labor Com
mittee, aided by thirty-four other national organizations, set about
organizing local campaigns for ratification of the Child Labor Amend
ment in each of the twenty-eight’states which

had

not already assented.^

A "Non-Partisan Committee" under the direction of Charles C. Burlingham,

15.' Paul T. David, Barriers to Youth Employment, (Washington,
D.G.t American Council on Education, 1942), p. 57; Margaret H.
Schoenfeld, “Analysis of the Labor Provisions of the NRA Codes," Monthly
Labor Review, XL (April, 1935), 887.
16. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p."281
17. Robert D . 'Letter, "Federal Regulation of Child Labor,"
American Journal.of Economics and Sociology, X (January, 1951), 294.
’
18. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 29.
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prominent New York City attorney, coordinated these campaigns, while
4a Catholic Citizens1 Committee, organized by Frank P, Walsh, nation
ally known labor arbitrator and Catholic layman, worked to offset fear
of the Amendment in the Roman Catholic community.

19

The reform workers received welcome encouragement in 1933 when
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his cabinet urged the state legis"20 '
latures to approve the Amendment.
M&S;: Frances Perkins, Secretary
of Laboi^ declared that
The move for ratification of the Child Labor Amendment
must go on;
It has been my experience that when industry
improves, employment of children increases. We should
guard against any possible return of such a condition. . .
This is the time to make permanent, through the Amendment,
a beneficial change in the standards so as to keep boys and
girls out of indsutry. . .21
Coordination machinery for groups hqstile to the Amendment also
appeared in 1933.

One prominent agency, a "Committee for the Protec

tion of Child, Family, School and Church," was organized in St. Louis,
Missouri, and its appeals were directed expecially toward the farmers,
though other groups were not neglected.

22

For the most part, the manufacturer opponents of federal re
form legislation played less conspicuous roles in the second effort
to forestall ratification of the Child Labor Amendment.

The patriotic

societies which had ;haT.a:s;siedi the reformers during the earlier
'U

19.
-

Ibid.

. 20'.. , Abbott, op. cit; , p. 468.

21; National Child Labor Committee, "The Child Labor.Amend
ment," (New York: The Committee, n.d.), p. 2..
,=
22.
National Child Labor Committee, The Long RoadzFortieth
Anniversary Report. (New York: The^Committee, 1944), p. 29.
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ratification campaigns became active once again, and in 1935 an “Ameri
can Coalition of Patriotic Societies,“ representing 117 ihember groups,
passed a resolution opposing confirmation of the Amendment.

23

In

addition, an important new source of opposition appeared and became a
serious handicap to the reform movement: the Americ'an Newspaper Pub
lishers8 Association.1
The newspaper publishers8 ire was stirred up in late 1933 when
the National Child Labor Committee imprudently attempted to have some
basic child labor provisions written into the NRA Newspaper Code.

As

•

2

<

originally drafted, the code had no age or hour restrictions whatever.
The attitude of many of the country's papers toward the
amendment underwent a sea change as soon as the newspaper.code
came up for discussion. From the beginning the publishers
argued that the freedom of the press would be abridged should
regulations be imppsed that would "unreasonably decrease. „ .
the return from publishing." The publishers themselves were
to determine these limits. . . .25
Many of the nation's most influential newspapers suddenly did
a volte-face when the agitation began over the newsboys.

Some sixty

newspapers which had.supported the.Amendment in 1933 changed sides in
1934, while an even larger number maintained a studied silence on the
ratification, issue.

26

. In Louisville, Kentucky and St. Louis, Missouri,

opposition newspapers found a clever .method to fight restrictions in
the codes and the proposed constitutional amendment.
V
23.

27

Newsboys

•

Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit., p. 214.

24. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 30.
25. Dorothy D. Bromley, "The Newspapers and Child Labor,"
the Nation, CXL (January. 30, 1935), 131.
26.

Ibid.

27.

Ibid., p. 132; Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit., pp. 215-216.
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delivered copies of a letter to their customers which read, in part t
• ■■■ ' 1 Dear .'SubscriberI am the carrier on this route and I ».
deliver your paper, , ?
I should like to be able to continue
delivering newspapers as
1find it profitable and it requires
but little of my time* *
* Reformers are attempting to pro
hibit through the National Recovery Act and through a proposed
amendment to the Constitution of the United States boys under
18 years of age from being gainfully employed* e * I want to
ask you to write a note in my behalf and address it to General
Hugh So Johnson* o . , I am giving you the paper herewith and
Saturday I will call for.the letter and see that it is properly
mailed for you* *• * *^
' ■ v'
r Also, two letters written by President Roosevelt in 1933 which
endorsed the Child Labor Amendment were either ignored by large sag29
ments of the national press, or were mentioned briefly and tardily.1
One journalist, associated with the child labor control movement, be
lieved that had the Texas'State legislators known of the first letter,
they probably would not have rejected the Child Labor Amendment on
February 8 , 1933.

30

Two individuals who fought against ratification of the Amend
ment in the 193011s were Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, president of
Columbia University, and ex-Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York State.
The reformers considered Governor Smith's commitment to the opposition
as? apostasy, and the New York Post addressed an open editorial letter
to. him, asking him to remember his former cruSades for social welfare
legislation and reconsider his stand - b u t to m o a v a i l . ^

28.

American Child, XVII (February,

1935), 2.

29. Dorothy D. Bromley, “The Newspapers and Child Labor,“
The Nation, CXL (January 30, 1935), 132.
,
30.*, ZkiL£le ,
31.
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New York Post, January 30, 1935, p. 10.
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-In May,, 1935, the United States Supreme Court decided in
Schecter Corporation et al* ,versus United States
Industrial Recovery Act was unconstitutional*

32

that the National

The adverse decision

seemed to discourage state legislatures which were then considering
the Child Labor .Amendment;, ,and with a revival of business in 1936 there
• -

-■

1

'

«3 Q

followed a decided .increase in the number of working children.

A

Department of Labor report found that the number of work permits is
sued to fourteen and fifteen year old children in ten states and the
District of Columbia and ninety-eight cities increased 150 per cent in
the first five months of 1936 as contrasted with the same period of
1935.34 ...

.

The National Child Labor Committee decided to push for approval
of the Amendment more vigorously than ever in order to achieve suc
cess in 1937.

Despite the official view of the American Bar Associa

tion that the process of ratification should be considered invalid
since it had already been extended over a decade,^ a Gallup Poll
published.in May, 1936. indicated sixtyrthree per cent of the American
people favored approval of the Child Labor Amendment. ^

A second

•.

Gallup Poll taken in February, 1937 found seventy-six per cent of the

32.

295 U.S. 495 (1935).

33.
Abbott, op. cit., p. 470.
Only Idaho, Indiana and Wyoming
approved the Amendment in 1935, and no states.ratified it in 1936.
34. U.S., Department of Labor, Children's Bureau, "The Trend
of Child Labor in 19 36,M The Chi Id,.. I (November, 1936), 14. .
35=

Taylor, op. cit., p.

399.

Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit.,

p. 214.
36.
Natipnal Child Labor Committee, The Long Road; Fortieth
Anniversary Report,'(New York: the Committee, 1944), p. 32.
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people convinced of the Amendment ®s merit,
Although the second Gallup Poll disclosed that the citizens of
New York State were overwhelmingly in favor of the Amendment,
legislature in Albany failed to confirm the measure.

the

Three times, in

1933, 1935 and 1936, a resolution for approval of the Amendment died
39

in the state Senate Judiciary Committee,
Formidable Roman Catholic opposition in New York and Massachu
setts, and Lutheran resistance in Nebraska and Missouri was a decisive
factor in the defeat of indorsement movements in those s t a t e s . M a n y
members of each church feared the Amendment might be interpreted as
giving Congress power to regulate parochial schools.

In Massachusetts,

Cardinal O ’Connell continued to fight the Amendment, while the Massa
chusetts Federation of Labor bore the brunt of the effort to present
the proposal in a favorable light.

41

Religious approval and press

support were generally lacking in 1935, as they had been in 1924, and
once again the Massachusetts Assembly rejected the Amendment.

42

In January, 1937, both President Roosevelt and ex-President
Herbert Hoover urged the governors of the states to work for acceptance

37.

Ibid.

38. Ibid. Eighty-three per cent ofthose questioned approved
of the Amendment.
,
39.

Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit.,

40.

Abbott, op. 61tv, p. 468.

pp. 212-213.

41. Carl Knudsen, "the Cardinal Wins," Christian Century,
(April 24, 1935), 541-543.
42.

Ibid.
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43
of the Child Labor Amendment»r

But only four more states took

favorable action on the measure in,1937, bringing the total number
of states which had ratified it to twenty?efcght.

44

Only Arkansas and Kentucky, among all the Southern states,
ratified the Child Labor Amendment„

Two others which failed to assent

in 1937, North Carolina and South, Carolina, did substantially improve
their own child labor statutes that y e a r . ^
An interesting constitutional argument developed about the Child
Labor Amendment in 1938.

The Kansas Legislature, which had rejected

46
the Amendment in 1925,.

approved it in 1937.

Forces antagonistic to

the. proposal within the legislature attempted to enjoin certification
to the United States Secretary of State, but the Kansas Supreme Court
upheld the validity of the ratification.^^
In.Kentucky, a similar situation developed.
rejected the Child Labor Amendment in 1926.

That state had

When the Kentucky Legis

lature reversed its earlier decision in 1937, its action was challenged
in the state Court of Appeals.^®

The Amendment’s enemies contended

that Kentucky, having definitely repudiated the measure in 1926, could
not reverse its action, and also, they said, the Amendment was no

43.
’’President’s Letter to the Governor-Elect,11 Time, XXIX
(January 18, 1937), 13.
44. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report. (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 32.
45.

Ibid., pp. 33-34.

46.

New York Times, January 28, 1925, p. -2.

47.
“Ruling on Ratification of Child-Labor Amendment,11 Monthly
Labor Review,XLIX (July, 1939), 142.
48.

Ibid.
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longer pending since if had not been ratified within a reasonable
period of time after its submission,,to. the states by Gongresst^
Kentucky Court of Appeals accepted the view o f .the plaintiffs.

The

50

In June, 1939, the Supreme Court of the United States issued
a ruling on the questions raised by the decisions of the Kentucky
and Kansas courts.

.

In the case of Kentucky, the Court dismissed the appeal
upon,the ground that the Governor had forwarded the certifi
cation of the ratification of the amendment to the Secretary
of State of the United States, and the Court said that "there
was no longer a controversy susceptible of judicial deter
mination. "51
However, the Court chose to examine the Kansas case, and Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes announced in the majority decision that
Congress alone has the power to determine how long a proposal to amend
the Constitution is subject to ratification.

Since no time limit

for ratification had been placed on the Child Labor Amendment by Con
gress, it is still theoretically possible for additional states to act
favorably on the proposal, or even to reverse their previous rejections.
At all events, since 1935 the specific objectives of the ori
ginal federal child labor legislation have been largely attained.
Following the demise of the National Industrial Recovery Act in May,
1935, Congress approved the Public Contracts Act of 1936, also known
as the Malsh-Healey Act.

49.

Intended primarily to regulate wages and

Abbott, op. cit., p. 469.

,

50.
"Ruling on Ratification of Child-Labor Amendment," Monthly
Labor Review, XLIX (July, 1939), 142.
51:

Ibid;

52.

Ibid.,
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'

53.
Sponsored by Senator David I. Walsh, Democrat of Massachu
setts, and1Representative Arthur D. Healey, Democrat of^Massachusetts.
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working conditions of firms entering into contract with the federal
c

government, this act also provided that "no male person under 16 years
of age and no female person under 18 years of age. . . will be em
ployed in the manufacture.

. . of materials included in such Fpublicl

contract.
The Sugar Act of 1937 became another limited approach to the
elemination of child labor in industry - industrialized agriculture
in this case.

Payments, of subsidies, to Sugar beet and sugar cane

growers were made conditional on compliance with the prohibition of
the employment of children under fourteen and the establishment of an
eight-hour day for those between fourteen and sixteen years of age.
Children working on home farms were excepted."*"*
Regulation of child labor both in connection with sugar
growing and public contracts could reasonably be considered
within the scope of federal authority because in the
first case payments were made to growers who followed pre
scribed practices and in the second place the government was
,
a party to the contract under which production was undertaken.
However, many reform workers doubted whether Congress might
judiciously attempt to control child labor by general legislation,
especially since all previous federal efforts had failed.
By the end of 1937, President Roosevelt began to urge Congress
to restore the safeguards for union labor thrown out by the collapse
of the NRA.

He was also concerned with the wage and hour legislation

and child labor protections that had been a part of the early recovery
legislation.

'%

..

-After many delays and compromises. Congress responded to

54.

David, op. cit., pp. 57-58.

55.

Ibid. , p. 58.

5 6 ^ i-eiter,iiOE .^ci^.^, p. 295.

'

, ' , '

,
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the President’s requests, and in July,

1938, both houses passed the

Fair Labor Standards Act,, also known as the Wages and Hours Act.
Approval of the Wages and Hours Act climaxed a half century
of continuous agitation for the elimination of child labor in indus
try.

The Act defined child labor as the employment of children under

sixteen years or the employment of children under eighteen years in
occupations set forth as hazardous by the Children’s B u r e a u . c h i l d
labor in industries engaged in interstate commerce was forbidden.

The

Children’s Bureau was given authority to exempt children fourteen to
sixteen for work, other than in manufacturing or mining, that did not
interfere with their education, health or w e l f a r e . " W i t h these
standards and with administration in the hands of the Children’s
Bureau, a high level of protection was assured to children in inter
state industries."59
Amendments to the Wages and Hours Act, passed in 1949, elim
inated loopholes which had permitted agricultural employment during
school hours and the parental employment of children under sixteen in
occupations deemed hazardous.
The United States Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality
of the Wages and Hours Act in 1941,^

clearly overruling its old de

cision in the Hammer v. Dagenhart case.

The tenor of the high court’s

57. National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p. 36.
58.

Ibid.

59.

Ibid.

60.

Leiter, o p . cit., p. 300.

61.

United States v. Darby Lumber Co., 312 U.S. 100 (1941).

r
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decision in 1941 was quite different from its conservative dicta of
1918, and a single excerpt from the majority opinion may serve to
illustrate*
* * * ^Whatever their motive and purpose, regulations of
commerce which do not infringe some constitutional prohibi
tion are within the plenary power conferred on Congress by
the Commerce Clause*
Subject only to that limitation* , *
we conclude that the prohibition of the shipment interstate
of goods produced under the forbidden substandard labor con
ditions is within the constitutional authority of C o n g r e s s * 62
Today, the two untimely compaigns for the ratification of the
Child Labor Amendment are almost forgotten*

Federal child labor legis

lation is comprehensive enough to allow rigid regulation of the employ
ment of children*

Protection remains inadequate only in agricultural

employment, for children may still be legally employed,
attending

s c h o o l ,

**while not* » *

**^3 and no federal statutes regulate the length of a

school year nor limit or prohibit child labor before or after school
hours*
Summary
The history of the Child Labor Amendment did not end with its
defeat in 1925*

The National Child Labor Committee continued to agi

tate for adoption of the measure until 1929*
The national economic depression, which began in 1930, focused
national attention on the child labor problem, and people became more
concerned as they realized children were being used by unscrupulous
employers to undercut adult wages*

62*

Fourteen states unexpectedly

Abbott, op* cit*, p* 563,

63* National Child Labor Committee, The Long Road: Fortieth
Anniversary Report, (New York: The Committee, 1944), p* 36*
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ratified the nearly forgotten Child Labor Amendment in 1933.
Passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act in early 1933
established a basic minimum age of employment of sixteen years in
most of the codes of fair competition which participating industries
"k
'
<
adopted.
A minimum age of eighteen years for hazardous occupations
was also set in about three-fourths of the codes.

However, the con

stitutionality of the NIRA was examined by the United States Supreme
Court in 1935, and the Court decided the Act must be null and void.
Bight more states ratified the Child labor Amendment in 1934,
1935 and 1937, b u t .these were the last to do so.

The American News

paper Publishers0 Association and the American Bar Association joined
the manufacturers, agricultural associations and Roman Catholic 5
Church in effectively opposing adoption of the measure.
In 1 9 3 8 , the Mages and Hours Act was approved.by Congress,
and in 1941 it was upheld by the United States Supreme Court.

The

Wages and Hours Act effectively ended child labor in industries en
gaged in interstate commerce1
.

The age standards found in most of

the NIRA codes of fair practice were written into the new Wages and\
Hours Act.
Today, protection remains inadequate only in agricultural, em
ployment, for there are no limitations on the employment of children
during vacation periods, when they are not attending school, and be
fore and,after school hours.

CHAPTER VII

WHY THE CHILD LABOR AMENDMENT FAILED IN 1924-25

On review, the history of the 1924 campaign for the Child
Labor Amendment presents four cogent reasons why that measure failed
to be confirmed.

No single cause appears compelling by itself, but

considered together, the four arguments make possible a provocative
case.
First, the grant of powers which the Child Labor Amendment
would have bestowed.on Congress was too extensive.

The eighteen year

age limit and the use of the term 'labor1 instead of "employment *
were interpreted by farmers as part of an effort to include agricul
tural labor on the home farm within the scope of the Amendment's
authority .^

One contemporary editor concluded that

Agricultural opposition may be traced partly to the
> .
ineptness with which the amendment was drawn. . . . Pre
sumably the intention was to prohibit under the age of 14,
limit under the age of 16 and regulate under the age of 18.
But the agricultural mind refused to recognize the imigbity
of a lad under 18 at work in the fields during the rush of
the farmers' season.2

1. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on Proposed Child Labor Amendments, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1924,
pp. 35-36, 253-254.
The reform workers wanted to include the power
to regulate agricultural labor because of the foreseen growth of large
scale industrialized agriculture.
2.

New York Times, January 29, 1925, p. 18.
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The advocates of the Amendment intended that it should embrace
all necessary child labor legislation Congress might in the future see
fit to enact.

They argued with justification that any constitutional

amendment necessitates general language.

In this regard, it is in

teresting to note that the two most, significant emendations to the
Child Labor Amendment, both of which were voted down in the House and
Senate, concerned lowering the specified age limit to sixteen years
and exempting children on home farms from future regulative legisla3

tion.

.
Parenthetically,

some child labor control workers became so

zealously involved in the crusade for the Child Labor Amendment that
the constitutional proposal became the only panacea they could imagine
to end the evil of child labor.

They unjustly condemned many people

who believed that child labor standards should be raised state, by
state, or others who believed that the Amendment had been improperly
drawn.

Herschel Dove,.; editor of a small Southern newspaper, expressed

the thought of some of these outcasts when he wrote:
I am
favor of
would be
provided
great an

in favor of a child labor amendment, but I am not in
the pending amendment.
The age limit of children who
affected is placed too high, and no exceptions are
for.
[This Child Labor Amendment] might prove as
evil as that which it is intended to cure.^

Unfortunately,

some of the leaders of the National Child Labor

Committee hastened to condemn Mr. Dove and those who stood with him as

3.

1, 7

,

Ibid., April 27, 1924, p. 1; American Child, VI (May, 1924),

-

■

■■- ■

■'

4.
“The Twentieth Amendment, A Symposium," Forum, LXXIII
(February, 1925), 280.

.

(

Ill
foes of the child labor control movement.'*

Senator Milliam E. Borah,

Republican of Idaho, a life-long progressive, was also defamed as a
foe. of effective child labor control.

Borah regarded the Amendment

as an invasion of local s e l f - g o v e r n m e n t W r i t i n g to a constituent,
he said,
I think [the Amendment] changes the whole structure of our
government. We place 40,000,000 human beings under the abso
lute control of Congress. And all this seems to be so utter
ly unnecessary in view of the fact that only two states now
really are behind in child legislation.&
Long after Congress proposed the original Child Labor Amend
ment in 1924, a few thoughtful men continued to urge the passage of
another constitutional amendment: one which would allow the federal
government some latitude to legislate against child labor in manu
facturing industry without gathering excessive new police powers unto
itself.

Ex-Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York State suggested one

version, patterned after the Twenty-First Amendment rather than the
Eighteenth.^

And in 1937, Senator Arthur Vandenberg, Republican of

Michigan, submitted another version which would have lowered the age

5.

New York Times, February 8 , 1925, VII, p. 14.

6 . Claudius 0. Johnson, Borah of Idaho, (New York-Torontot
Longmans, Green and Go., 1936), p. 188.
7. Governor Smith-s substitute amendment read:
"The trans
portation or importation into any state, territory or possession of
the United States for delivery or use therein of articles manufac
tured by the labor of persons under sixteen years of age, in viola
tion of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited." - N e w 'Outlook,
CLXII (March, 1934), 10.
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limit, specified.to sixteen,years and omitted the word "regulate.M
There must be. little doubt that the failure of the. Child Labor
Amendment in 1924 and 1925 was partially, due to its implicit grant,of
extensive, powers to the federal government.
A second important reason for the Amendment's defeat is re
lated to the first..

Mounting public disenchantment with the Prohibi

tion Amendment and the Volstead Act led many people to refute further
attempts to write social reform doctrine into the Constitution.
In January,
United States.

1920, prohibition came into effect throughout the

With the best of intentions, the federal government

and most of the state governments attempted to enforce the Volstead
Act, the congressional statute which added sanctions against the sale,
manufacture and transportation of intoxicating beverages throughout
the United States.

However, by 1924 the country had endured the rigors

of a dry regime long enough to regret such radical reform.

In Many

cities drinking and gangsterism flourished, and in attempts to,cut off
illegal supplies of intoxicants, the Federal Prohibition Bureau en
deavored to impose stern and disagreeable restraints on individual
liberties.

9

Even before the Child Labor Amendment was released by Congress,
the public was being warned that a "Volstead Child Labor law" might

8 . Senator Vandenberg's version contained a seven year limit
for favorable action by the state legislatures.
It would have em
powered Congress to "limit and-prohibit, the employment of persons
•under .sixteen years of .age." - "A New Child Labor Amendment," School
and Society, XLVI (July 3, 1937), 25.
9. See Andrew Sinclair, Prohibition, the Era of Excess,
(Boston-Toronto: Little, Brown & Co., 1962), pp. 173-285.
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10

be passed under the grant of power being sought<,

Attempts to

counter this fear by leaders of the child labor control movement
11
were met with suspicion. '
Arthur Fisher, an editor of the New Republic, believed that
the **real question11 with regard to the Child tabor Amendment was one
of-enforcement.

12

'

Aware of the impossibility of effectively enforcing

the Volstead Act, he considered further federal legal action to re
strict child labor to be useless "in the face of groups of hostile
population*"^
Felix Adler, former chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
National Child Labor Committee; agreed with Fishero

Said Dr. Adler,

"I think it is the Eighteenth amendment that has created a feeling
that unless local opinion supports a law it is unenforceable,1 and
becomes a stench in the public nostrils, like-this bootlegging busi
ness*

e * o
Perhaps an editorial from the St. Louis Star, of St* Louis,

Missouri, best summarizes this line of reasoning;
The virtual rejection of the Child Labor Amendment dem
onstrates a reaction of the American people against two cur
rents that have been marked in latter-day legislation.
One

V 10. Bentley ii*. W f r e n , ."Destroying Our, Indestructible States,11
Atlantic Monthly, CXXXIII (March, 1924), 375.
11* Owen R. Lovejoy, "Letter to the Editors," Elementary School
Journal,
(April, 1925)„ 561-562; Israel M*.Foster, "Mhafc Kind of a
Child Labor Law Should Congress Pass," American Child, VI (July, 1924) ■,
7-9 ^
. '<
.
^ ■, 12*
"The¥Child Labor Amendment," New Republic, XL! (January 14,
1925), 199,-200.

566.

13.

Ibid,, p.. 199, .

14.

"The Child Labor Panic,11 Survey, LIII (February 15, 1925,
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of these is the mistake of transferring the police powers of
the States to the Governments .
The other is the tendency
to devise all sorts of radical legislation as the remedy for
social evils*
The rejection of thisfamendment is in a measure an
acknowledgment by the States that the Federal Prohibition
Amendment has been a blunder, and the outcome is distinctly
bound up with that common conclusion*
The development marks
a return of American opinion to s a n i t y *

'

Although the editor of the SJ:* Louis Star used this argument to

bolster his contention that the Eighteenth Amendment was Ha blunder,"
there seems little doubt that popular disillusionment with national
prohibition caused a large part of the general public to view the
Child Labor Amendment with disfavor.
To the second argument above may be added the professed con
cern for states8 rights and evidence of a lack of trust in Congress
on the part of many of the Amendment8s opponent s.

Many of the same

men"^ who proclaimed their disapproval of the Eighteenth Amendment
also opposed the Child Labor Amendment,

Very probably these men rea

soned that since national prohibition was a failure, any further na
tional legislation which would involve regulation of personal lives
and local affairs should also be opposed.

The New York World followed

this line of reasoning when its editors decided to abandon the Child
Labor Amendment,

17

Public apathy may be cited as a third reason,why the Child

15.
"Why the Child Labor Amendment Failed,n Literary Digest,
ixXXIV (February 7,1925), 10.
16. Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University, exGove rnor Alfred E. Smith M New York State; and Dr. Abbott L\ Lowell
of Harvard University, amongothers.
;
17. New York World, December 8 , 1924, p. 10.
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Labor Amendment failed to be confirmed in 1924 and. 1925..

The failure

of President Woodrox? ItfiIson's great crusade to "make the world safe
for democracy" had one effect in the general.decline in reform interest
after Warren G. Harding's election to the Presidency in 1920.

William

Allen White, the famous progressive journalist of Emporia, Kansas, ex
pressed popular feeling in this manner:
The country, after .eight years of Wilson and the four short,
years of breathing space with Taft before Wilson, and seven
years of ,Roosevelt; - almost twenty years in which people,
were keyed up to principles, years in which causes were
followed and battles fought for issues rather than m e n . - w a s
tired of issues, sick at heart of ideals and weary of being
noble. Nations get that, way as people do. . . . °
Still, the child labor control movement appears to have suf
fered less from the decline in reform interest than other.movements.
Perhaps the setbacks .inflicted by the United States Supreme Court in
19
1918 and 1922 . and the. foreseen struggle for the,constitutional
amendment gave the movement impetus.

''Perhaps also having still some

roots in the labor movement had a vitalizing effect."

20

The American,Federation of Labor and other unaffiliated unions
were the mainstay of the child labor control movement; and until his .
death in 19.24, Samuel Gompers, president of the A. F. of L . , .led the

21

fight to achieve a child labor amendment.

However, by 1924

18. The Autobiography of William Allen White, (New York:
Macmillan Go., 1946), p. 597.
19. The judicial decisions which nullified the first and
second federal child labor laws are referred to. Cf. pp. 13-16
ante.
20.

Lumpkin and Douglas, op. cit., p. 265.

21.

Cf. pp. 20-21 Ante.

1
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prosperity was already beginning to sap the strength of organized
labor, and union membership had begun to decline.

Union members were

11 [sacrificing] their militancy in the belief that union activity was
29

no longer necessary to protect their interests*1*

William Green,

Gompers8 more conservative successor as president of the A* F* of L * ,
did not throw all his energy into the ratification campaigns as
Gompers would probably have done*

In any event, though organized labor

continued to favor confirmation of the Child Labor Amendment after Con
gress approved the measure, Samuel Gompers6 death was a serious blow to
its chances for ratification*
Another important reason for the public8s lack of interest in
the Amendment was the widespread belief that the worst evils of child
labor had been eradicated by 1924, and that those remaining were on
the way out *
During the Massachusetts advisory referendum campaign for the
Child Labor Amendment, the Protestant churches of that commonwealth
heartily backed a companion referendum measure to add Massachusetts
blessing to the Volstead Act - but few church spokesmen lectured in
.■'
23
favor of the Child Labor Amendment referendum measure*

•»
The state

,
•
V
prohibition enforcement act was approved by several thousand votes,
while the Child Labor Amendment was overwhelmingly rejected*^
Many people who were not apathetic were undoubtedly convinced

22*

Dulles, op* cit,, p* 291*

23*

Herring, op* cit*, p» 1595*

24*

New York Times, November 10, 1924, p. 2*
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by the National Association of Manufacturers and the Southern tex
tile mill,owners that, while child labor was an evil, it could better
be controlled by, state legislation than by federal action*

Apparently,

opposition pleas won over many of the nation*s farmers and most interested, members of the Roman Catholiq community*

25

t A fourth reason why the Child Labor. Amendment failed was that,
in at least some key states, the extensive and aggressive campaigns
waged .against the measure overwhelmed the reform crusaders*
To avow that.the Amendment was confounded by a "barrage of
26
"
misrepresentations11
is, of course, to oversimplify the situation*
It has already been determined that the organizations favoring con
firmation of the Amendment were much better coordinated than those opposing.it.

27

, However,

the forces of opposition won the important cam

paigns by a grand strategy:

they carefully chose the battlefields in

key Northeastern states;, and then,.they poured propaganda and funds
into, these states. ,.For example, when a crisis situation,developed,
,when a state legislature threatened to ratify the Amendment, the Na
tional Association of Manufacturers' "National Committee for the Re
jection of the 20th Amendment" decided how the threat should be
countered..

If the Committee considered the menace to be particularly

dangerous, a state affiliate .of the N.A.M. organized a committee of

. 25.
26.
27.

Cf. pp.74-83

ante.

Abbott, OPI- cit., p. 469
;Cf. , p * 44 , ante.
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dissidents to coordinate opposition "efforts'•28

After the crisis

had passed, the state coordinating committee was usually allowed to
wither away while attention and effort were shifted to other crisis
areas.

29

In short, opposition resources were utilized more effectively

than those of the reformers, who attempted to coordinate skeleton or
ganizations in all the states at the same time.
The Massachusetts advisory referendum campaign is a case in
point*

The National Committee for the Rejection of the 20th Amendment
\
chose it ko be one of the decisive battlegrounds of the war* The Mas
sachusetts Federation of Labor and the state Child Labor Committee

were caught by surprise when the enemy appeared in great strength, and
the reform workers were put on the defensive from the beginning of the
31.
campaign*

*
When the Amendment was vanquished, its partisans claimed

bitterly that they had been beaten by a powerful machine backed by
adequate money and ample personnel.

32

„
.
James A. Emery, general counsel

for the' N.A.M., denied the suggestion by some reformer journalists
that they lacked the pecuniary means to present their case while their
antagonists indulged in amazing expenditures."^
learn,"said Emery, "the total outlay

28.

for thepresentation

Taylor, og. cit., pp. 132-133;Hulett,

- 29. - Gf. pp. 37,44

"So far as we can
of

op.cit.,

the facts

pp. 105,115.

ante.

30.

Hulett, loc. cit.

31.

Dodd, op. cit., p. 70

32.

Macy, op. cit., p. 112.

33. Dorothy D. Bromley, "The New Move to End Child Labor,"
Current History, XXXVIII, (August, 1933), 567.
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to the public, . , does not equal the normal expense of the National
34
Child Labor Committee for three m o n t h s . .
Misrepresentations and exaggerations appeared frequently in
opposition propaganda, and. many people who.had little or no knowledge
of the extent of child labor were reached by appeals to prejudice,
Q
tradition and superstition.

But other constitutional amendments - in

cluding those for the income tax, the direct election of senators and
woman suffrage

35

- had survived similar ordeals,

so it is doubtful

indeed whether the "propagandist j a z z o u t w e i g h e d the other reasons
already cited in effecting the defeat of the Child Labor Amendment.
"The business of America is business," President Calvin
Coolidge s a i d , ^ and in 1924 it seemed as though few of his fellow Amer
icans disagreed.

The National Association of Manufacturers and the

Southern mill owners capitalized on the public's goodwill toward busi
ness..

Manufacturers .believed the Child Labor Amendment to be "a

revolutionary innovation in Government which laid the foundation for
OO

the further centralization of industrial control,"
sented it: to the public as such.

and they pre

Ever since, the Civil Mar the tide

34.
"Mhy the Child Labor Amendment Failed," Textile World,
LXVI (April 18, 1925), 2703.
35.

U.S. Constitution, Articles XVI, XVII and XIX,

36.
"The Child Labor Amendment's Defeat," New Republic, XLII
(May 20, 1925), 330.
.'
, •
37.
Speech before the Society of American Newspaper Editors,
Washington, D.C., January.17,, 1925. - cited in H. L. Mencken, (comp.),
A New Dictionary of Quotations, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946), p. 134,
38. James A. Emery, "Why the Child Labor Amendment Failed, "
Textile World, LXVI (April 18,:1925), 2707.
^
•'

/
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had been running strongly toward federal centralization, but after the
election of 1920 the tide began to recede slowly.
The argument that the proposed Child Labor Amendment was the
product of a noisy, organized minority met with a favorable response
in 1924c

Though the reformers often argued that the United States

Supreme Court had frustrated the public will when it nullified the
federal government *s early attempts to regulate child labor, the sub
sequent fate of the Amendment casts doubt on their presumption.
No Theodore Roosevelt or Woodrow Wilson stepped forward to
lead the social reformers of the 1920*s.

The child labor issue was

not dramatically presented to the nation in those years because pros1
perifcy stifled criticism of capitalism and the existing order.
Nothing
but harm seemed likely to result from any interference by the govern
ment in the economic sphere*

Had it been possible to,conduct a Gallup

Poll on the Child Labor Amendment in 1924, it would have probably
indicated that a majority of the informed populace did not favor
adoption of the measure.
the temper of the times.

V

Any other result would not have reflected

APPENDIX A
TBENTY REASONS FOR THE REJECTION OF THE
CHILD LABOR AMENDMENT3,

Because - It is not a mere amendment to the constitution but
a revolutionary change in our form of government<,
Because - It declares the fathers and mothers of the country
both unwilling and ,incapable to discharge the duty of rearing their
children, and puts an officer in their places*
Because - It is a climax to governmental encroachments upon
the rights, duties and privileges of the individual citizen*
Because - It would sacrifice the civic rights of 37 per cent
of the population, and those of their parents, to the whims of a
growing federal bureaucracy and thus denies to them the protection
of equal laws*
Because - It authorizes Congress to take away at will the most
valuable rights that a person under 18 years, either married or single
now possesses*
^
Because - It proceeds on the unwarranted assumption that
Congress will legislate only with wisdom, prudence and restraint*
Because - It ignores the distinction between youth and child
hood by establishing the adolescent age of 18 years as the basis of
ostensible t8child labor18 legislation.
Because - It would abrogate State constitutions and suspend
State laws to an extent now impossible to foresee*
Because - It will further diminish local initiative and les
sen the sense of responsibility of State and local authorities*
Because - Arbitrary national standards and departmental rules
and regulations cannot be adapted to the varying conditions of agri
culture, industry, education and sentiment prevailing, in 48 States,
Because - To say that Congress will not exercise to the full
extent all powers granted to it is to ignore the plain teaching of
experience.
Because - It would compel and stimulate a whole new structure
of bureaucratic supervision and record with costly and burdensome
duplication of existing local administrative agencies.
Because - It contemplates and would inevitably produce
centralized control of our entire educational system.

a,
UXX Reasons for Rejection of the Proposed XX Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States ,n (Washington, D,C,: Na
tional Committee for the Rejection of the 20th Amendment, 1924), pp.4-5.
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Because - It gives forever to Congress more power for the
control of youth than any American State now possesses.
Because - No limitation whatsoever is placed upon the acts
of Congress except as regards the age of persons that may be di
rectly affected.
Because - It would subject the occupational life of the in
dividual, the family, and the farm to the continuing harassment of
federal inspection, supervision and espionage.
Because - Its advocacy rests upon deceptive assertions,
which have no foundation in fact.
Because - It violates the right of youth to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness on which American constitutional govern
ment was founded.
Because - It substitutes the socialistic theory that the citi
zen belongs to the State for the American principle that the State is
the creature of the citizen.
Idleness, by law is as repulsive as involuntary servitude.
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